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I otroduct too 

As a result of my close assocIatIon wIth choral dIrectIng and sIngIng 
during the last few years, I have become increasingly aware of the re
sponsibility of choral directors for the vocal welfare of their singers. I 
have now reached a point where I regard it as a subject of importance to 
all SIngers and conductors In South AfrIca. 

Choral sIngIng is becoming more prevalent in schools, colleges, 
universities and churches. Commendable as this may be, it is an 
unfortunate truth that the Qual1ty of sInging has not Improved along wIth 
the Quantity of work being performed. The reason for this lies, not with 
the singers themselves but with the direction which they receive. A 
dIrector of a choral group may be a good musician, imagInative, a leader, 
and a strong dlsclpl1narlan. ObvIously these QuaHties are important, but If 
he has no understandIng of the human voice and its development, he, lacks 
the most essential Qual1fication for a successful choral director. 

It IS QuIte unreasonable to expect good tone, good blend, a free and natural 
production of sound with respect to correctness of vowelS, eloquent dic
tion, and inspired expression from a group whose director is without an 
understanding of the functioning of the voice. The choral director is re
sponsIble for the tone Qualtty of his choIr. He must have the vocal 
knowledge to correct unmusical tone, fau1ty pitch, incorrect vowels~ bad 
dictIon, and be alert to symptoms of vocal dysfunction. Prolonged hoarse
ness, for example, is a typIcal symptom of laryngeal dysfunction. Other 
symptoms of a mIsused voIce Include frequent throat clearing, voIce 
breaks, vocal fatigue, pains in the throat or the back of the neck, chronic 
laryng1tis, "lumps" in the throat, dry throat, and taut neck muscles1• 

Sounds characteristic of abused voices Include: a tight, harsh tone Quality; 
strained phonation; harsh glottal attacks; a clouded, unresonant tone; an 

) 

excessIvely nasal tone; a thin tone; and a pronounced tremolo or wobble. 

Voice therapists claim that they see some of the worst vocal damage 
amongst musIc teachers, InclUding choral dIrectors, and In young sIngers 
upon whom teachers have made impossible vocal demands. Such damage 
results from a lack of knowledge and understanding of how to develop 

1 Morton Cooper I "Vocal sulch1e in Singers" I l1usic Educators Journal (September 1970) I 
p.53. 
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healthy voices - a deficiency often stemming from a choral director's 

training programme. Something is obviously missing when the director has 
only vague ideas about analyzingl diagnosing and treating the vocal 
problems of his students (or develops chronic vocal fatigue himself). A 
poorly treated trumpet or clarinet can be replaced at a later time, but a 

voice cannot be. It is an awesome realization that the voice is an inherited 

one-and-only instrument and that it remains with uSI good or badl abused 
of cared forI for the rest of our Jives. No choral director can afford to 

ignore the need for competency in this area. 

Most vocal authorttles recognize proper breathing as the basts for good 
singing techniquel yet learning to breath correctly is usually a slow and 
methodical task. Kenneth Phillips1 has demonstrated that even children 
can learn to master the art of breathing for singing with consistent prac

tice and patience. If nothing else ts done tn the way of children's vocal 
training, they should at least be taught to breathe correctly. Children 
acquire good singing habits more easily and quickly than adults, who are 
likely to be handicapped by long-established bad habits. Children should be 
taught how to use the voice correctly. The purpose of this thests is to 
provide the choral director with a guide to the understanding and 
correction of problems which may occur in those aspects of choral singing 
related to voice production. 

Part One presents a view of the principles involved in good vocal 
production. Part Two acts as a guide to the choral director in the 
assessment and correction of poor voice production. Part Three contains 
an evaluation of the sound of ftve chOirs In the Durban areal and gives 
evidence of the practical application of the techniques covered in the first 
two parts. One of the choirs was visited over a period of five weeks where 
corrective exercises for the various vocal problems were prescribed and 
regularly practised. In this particular case, a cassette tape-recording was 
made to document any notable changes in the vocal production of the chOir, 
as a result of the use and practice of corrective exercises. 

lKenneth H. Phillips, "Training the Child Voice". l1usic Educators Journal (December 
1985), p.19. 



PART ONE 

Chapter 1 

The Vocal Mechanism 

Although It Is Impossible to learn the technique of correct sQund pro
duction merely by means of a knowledge of the anatomy of the vocal In
strument, It Is nevertheless essential to have some knowledge tn this 
regard. 

The human vocal Instrument functions ldentlcal1y to al1 other musical In
struments regarding the following three components: an actuator, a vi
brator and a resonator. An added component which 15 unique to the human 
voice Is an articulator. The respiratory muscles, lungs and diaphragm 
serve as an actuator whl1e the vocal cords, being the source of sound, 
serve as the vibrator. The resonator Includes the pharynx, mouth and nasal 
cavity, and the 11ps, tongue, teeth and palate are general1y regarded as the 
art lculator. 

1. 1 The Breathing Mechanism 

Respiration consIsts of two phases; Inhalation, durIng whIch the air 
passes through the glottiS, the trachea and the bronchial tubes to en
ter the lungs; and exhalation, during which the air Is breathed out 
through the same channels. 

In the normal /state, these two movements succeed one another In a 
regular and rhythmical manner, without any Intervention of the wi1I, 
as during sleep. In addition to the outward movement of the ribs, the 
thorax1 can expand at Its base, summIt and sIdes durIng InhalatIon. So 
there are three respiratory movements, namely: diaphragmatiC, 
clavicular and 1ntercostal. 

The lungs, formed of a spongy, elastiC tissue, are separated from the 
abdominal cav1ty by a convex muscular part1t10n cal1ed the diaphragm, 
upon which they rest. Var10us muscles are used during respiration. 

lA bony. conical C8f}3. commonly ~nown as the chest cavjty. 
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Some of the most important are the intercostal muscles t between the 
ribs and the diaphragm. In addition some of the throat and shoulder 
muscles may also exert some Influence on breathing. For this reason 
there are various types of breathing2. 

During inha lat ion, the diaphragm contracts and pushes downwards, 
while the contraction of the Intercostal muscles raises the ribs. The 
combined action of these muscles enlarges the thorax which al10ws 
the lungs to fll1 with air. During prolonged expiration, such as singing 
a sustained note, the abdominal muscles3 gradual1y contract while the 
diaphragm slowly relaxes. The control1ed Interaction of the two op
posing sets of breathing muscles prevents the air to escape unused. 
This activity is also known as support4 The following diagram 
Illustrates the difference of the thoracic capacity during inhalation 
and exhalations: 

.· Inhalation: diaphragm 
descended, chest wider: 

Exhalation: diaphragm high, 
chest narrow. 

1 The sp~ between IB:h rib Is f111ed with two layers of muscles the external Intercostal 
muscles and the interf181 intenmtal muscles. ' 

2Part one, pp.1'-12 describe the various methOOs of breathing. 

3The ab~lnal waH .Is composed of muscular sheets, one above the other, the fibres of each 
waJJ being differently directed. TO;JBther, these muscles form a waH which protects the abOOmen 
and supports its various organs in position. They are aJJ attEdled to ribs or rib cartn8jBS above 
tJI1d end In J1gaments in the pelvic region below. ' 

~oseph Klein, Singing TeclJnlque, (New Jersey: D. van Nostrand Company Inc 1967' 
reprint ad., 1968), p. 17. . , , 

5Arnold Rose, The Sil1g!1f' lJf1d the YOlO:, (London: Faber & Faber Ltd., 1962; reprint ed., 
1971), p.72. 
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Vocal sound is formed when air pressure in the lungs overcomes the 
closing force of the vocal cords, and air Is released. When the pres
sure in the lungs decreases, the vocal folds are sucked together and as 
the pressure.rises again the whole process is repeated. This results 
in vibration of the,, -ext't~led air. The pitCJl of a ndte is measured by the 

-. "_"" _ '._ . . ';" i . •. 

number of vIbratIons per second, and Is determIned by the air pressure 
in the lungs and the thickness, tension and length of the vocal cords1. 

1.2 The Laryngeal Mechanism 

The human voice Is a wind instrument. Its mechanism for sound-pro
duction is the larynx or vocal box. Its main resonator is the pharynx. 
The following diagram vlew~ the vocal instrument from the slde2. 

The larynx can be envIsaged as part of a tube within the neCk, forming 
a Hnk between the lower air passages (the windpipe and the lungs) 
and the upper air passages (the pharynx and the nasal passages). 

lJoseph Klein, Singing T6ClJnlqll8, (New Jersey: D. van Nostrand Company Inc 1967' 
reprfnt ed.. 1968). pp. 35-36. . , , 

2Luc1e Manan, Tile Art of Singing I (Lonmn: F 6ber MUSic Ltd I 1974) I p.20. 
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The larynx is connected by a membrane, and various other muscles, to 
a bone inside the root of the tongue, the hyoid bone. Movements of 
thfs bone fnfluence the way in which the larynx functions. The larynx 
is further attached by muscles upwards to the skuJl, and downwards 
to the breastbone. Good voice-production therefore depends on a close 
interaction between the muscles of the hyoid bone and those of the 
larynx. A low posftion of the larynx is required to attain maximum 
relaxation and responsiveness. If the larynx rises, the throat becomes 
tight, and the voice begins to sound guttural, hard and cramped. The 
practice of deep, low breathing accompanied by good diaphragmatic 
support, and the habitual cultivation of a relaxed throat, should help 
to maintain the larynx 1n a low position. 

The vocal cords are fibrous Ilgaments covered by thin mucous mem
brane stretched across the middle of the larynx. with the ary
epiglottic folds as a lid. The false vocal cords lie above the true vo

cal cords and also bulge out towards the middle of the tube during 
singing. Between the true and the false vocal cords there is a small 
sac. not shown in the diagram. called the ventricle which is filled 
with air during singing, allowing the true vocal cords to vibrate 
freely. 

Imagine the vocal cords as befng a soft flexfble elastic membrane 
stretched across the upper end of the windpipe, like a diaphragm, but 

split down the centre to make an opening for the air. In action these 
vocal cords come together or move apart with an undulating motion 
that. accord1ng to James Lawson1• could be likened to two well
trained eels working in perfect harmony. 

lJames Lawson, Full-'hr08ledEase, (New York: MiHs Music, Inc., 1955), p.19. 
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Vocal cords In the production of sound' 

Arter taking a breath, the singer mentally pitches the desired sound 
and closes the vocal cords. The breath, rushing upwards In a strong 
concentrated column and not finding the air passage open, hits against 
the closed vocal cords and puts them tnto vibration, ejecting the air 
slowly through them. 

Vocal cords are capable of changing rapidly in thickness, length and 
tenSion, according to the pitch of the note to be sung. They w111 vi
brate throughout their entire length, breadth and th1ckness during the 
singing of low notes. As the Pitch of the notes ascends, the vocal 
cords adjust so that only the Inner edges vibrate. This change could 
be compared to the change from a thick to a thin string on the violin. 
When the highest notes of the voice are produced, the vibrating part of 
the cords are much reduced In length, which In tum could be described 
as slmt1ar to that of stopping the vibrating part of the vlol1n strlng2. 

The fundamental pitCh of a voiced sound 1s based on the number of 
puffs of air waves per second passing from the vocal cords. If the 
vocal cords open and close rapidly, the pitch of the tone is high; If 

I David Slater I YoctJl PhyslolOW 8IId the T8tX:hlng of Singing, (L~: Lowe and Brydene 
Ltd., n.d.), p.18 & 19. 

2Blanche Marchesi, The Sif9Jl''s cattx:hism 8IId Creed. (Lonmn: J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd .• 
1932), p. 13. 
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slowly, the pitch is low. The parts above the vocal cords act as a 
filter and resonator, he1ping to seJect the specific patterns of har
mon1cs that character1ze the Qual1t1es of the human v01ce. In order to 
achieve true pitch, other parts of the voca1 assemb1y must be brought" 
into play. These are the resonating chambers of the pharyngeal and 
nasaJ cavities. 

1.3 The Resonators 

On each side and above the vocal cords are cavities that ampHfy and 
1ncrease the 1ntens1ty of the v1brat1ons produced by the vocal cords. 
The Qual1ty and volume of sound produced is dependant upon the shape 
of the cavities in which it resonates. Three different chambers serve 
as resonators for the human voice. These are the pharynx, the mouth 
and the nasal cav1t1es. 

The pharynx is a tube which stretches from the rear of the mouth to 
the entrance of the oesophagus and belongs to the respiratory as wen 
as to the d1gest1ve tract1. The pharynx 1s the most '1mportant of aJJ 
the resonating cavities. The back waJJ of the pharynx 1s supplied with 
muscles, by means of which it may be contracted or expanded, thus 
altering the size and shape of the cavity. The pharynx, on account of 
the numerous shapes 1t can assume. contr1butes to the format1on of 
vowe1s as wen as to the varying shades of tone co10ur. 

The mouth is bounded extemany by the l1ps and cheeks and is roofed 
1n by the pa1ate. W1th1n 1t l1es the teeth and the tongue. The palate 1s 
divided into two portions: The hard pa1ate. forming the front portion 
of the roof of the mouth, and the soft palate which forms the back 
port ion of the roof of the mouth and extends backwards into the 
cav1ty of the pharynx. The uvu1a hangs from the centre of the sort 
palate. It contains a muscle, by means of which it may be drawn up
wards and backwards. Its main duty 1s to c10se the nasal passages to 
prevent a nasal "twang", but not to stop the nasal resonance which Is 
Qu1te a d1fferent matter. As a general rule. the soft palate should be 
raised during singing. The mouth functions best as a resonance cham
ber when all the muscles, including the tongue, are relaxed and the 

1 Lucie Man~n, TheArtofSinging, (Loncbn: Faber Music ltd., 1974), p.20. 
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cavity of the mouth is enlarged, allowing an increased resonance 
chamber. 

The nasal cavities are situated above the hard and soft palates and 
communicate with the upper part of the pharynx by means of the pas
sages which are situated behind the soft palate. They are of immense 
value 1n add1ng br1111ance to the v01ce. 

1.4 The Articulator 

The mouth not only funct10ns as a resonator but partly cons1sts of, 
and contains, the organs of articulation, i.e. the lips, teeth, tongue, 
soft palate and jaw. Being elastic organs, they can take on numerous 
shapes in forming the desired vowels and consonants. 

Flexibility of these articulating organs is essential in order to reach 
a high interpretative standard in choral singing1. 

lRefer to Part 2, p. 76-78 for exercises which should help to develop flexibility in the 
voice. 



Chapter 2 

VoIce ProductIon 

2.1 Posture 

One of the most important requirements in singing is a correct pos
ture. Correct breathing and a good tone Quality depends entirely upon 
the posture of the body. When choir members are allowed to sing with 
poor postures, incorrect vocal habits result and are deepened. 
Breathing can only be free and un1mpeded where the adjustment of the 
spine and pelvis provides the c..orrect posture. In the follow·ing 
diagram figure (a) illustrates the incorrect position of the lower Qack 
and the head, while figure (b) illustrates the position of the spine 
after correct adjustments have been made I. 

(0) 

~ 
FIRM 

SECTIONS 

J 

1 b) 

The human body tends to curve at the sma]] of the back. This should 
be adjusted by pu)Hng the buttocks in to be in Hne with the spine. As 
a result the lower abdominal wall draws in slightly. When in a 
standing position, the singer's feet should be planted approximately 
20 centimetres apart, with the one foot sHghtly in advance of the 
other. The weight of the body should rest to a great extent on the 
balls of the feet. 

I Ibid .• p. 1~. 
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When the sIngers are seated, the correct posture from the waist up 
will be almost Identical with the standing posture. Paul Roe suggests 
that the singers "sit tall" w1th the body l1fted out of the hlpSl. Both 
feet should be kept on the floor, and the singers should lean sJ1ghtly 
forward In order to maintain adequate breath support. Some of the 
body weight should be distributed to the lower I1mbs and the feet. The 
chest should be held raised w1thout being rigid. The head should rest 
freely on the end of the splne J so that the muscles of the neckJ the 
throat and the larynx are w1thout tension. The hands should hang 
loosely at the sides, or be l1ghtly clasped. 

The music must be held 1n such a pos1tlon that the d1rector may be 
easlly followed without the Singers lowering or raising their heads, 
because deviation in the position of the head is likely to affect the 
tone qual1ty. Paul Roe2 111ustrates the gravity of poor posture by 
using the following example: "The body 1s an instrument. If this per
sonal Instrument were a trumpet, what would happen to the tone 
qual1ty if you took hold of the mouthpiece and bent the neck of the in
strument over to a 450 angle?". 

2.2 Breath Control 

The 1mportance of proper and adequate breathing cannot be over-em
phasized in choral singing. The conductor should continually em
phasize the correct procedure, and be alert at all times to point out 
Incorrect breathing methods. No concept has enjoyed such universal 
agreement In vocal pedagogy as the Importance of breath control. 
Three distinct methods of breathing eXists, and they are: 

(a) Claylcular breathing. The shoulders, the col1ar bones (clavicles) 
and the upper part of the chest are ra1sed. This method Is 
generally used for speaking and reaches only superffcfaJJy to the 
upper part of the lungs near the collar bone. 

(b) Lateral or Intercostal breathing. In this form of breathing the 
ribs are raised by the outer Intercostal muscles, and In bulg1ng 

1 Paul Roo, Chorall1uslc EdUClJtlOll, (Englew<XXJ CUffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970), p.75. 

2lbld., p.73. 
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outwards they increase the capacity of the chest in a lateral 
direction. Even though the parts of the lungs which He between 
the armpIts and waIst are reached, thIs is still not sufficiently 
deep for singing. 

(c) Diaphragmatic breathing. The diaphragm contracts, and descends 
upon the organs conta1ned 1n the abdomen, thus produc1ng a 
bulging out of the abdominal wall. This method of breathing in
creases the capac1ty of the chest from top to bottom 1. 

There seems to be many different v1ews as to the correct method of 
breathing. Blanche Marchesi and Norris Croker share the view that 
diaphragmatic breathing is the only true method while David Slater is 
convinced that a combination of lntercostal and diaphragmat1c 
breath1ng 1s the correct pr1nc1ple. He reasons that if breath 1s taken 
too deeply, it causes excessive distension of the abdomen, making 1t 
impossible to obtain a free action of the ribs and proper expansion of 
the chest2. 

Z!Q s1nging, only full, deep breathi.ng should be employed, which in it
self is a combination of diaphragmatic and intercostal breathing, It 
also protects the singer's posture and poise. Deep breathing helps to 
overcome stage fright and the accompanying rapid heartbeat. Anxiety 
of this kind causes a draw1ng 1n of both shoulders and abdomen and 
results in nervous tension and congested breath1ng. 

Inhalation is brought about by the act10n of the d1aphragm - a w1de, 
saucer-shaped muscle which d1v1des the upper part of the torso from 
the lower part beneath the ribs. In a state of rest, the diaphragm is 
curved slightly upwards. During inhalation i\ flattens and spreads out 
somewhat, causing the ribs to expand. Th1s permits the outside air 
to rush into the lungs. The lungs should expand naturally in every di
rection, in the same way as when a sponge is put into water and 
swells out on every side3. The shoulders should never be raised during 

lAdelheldArmhold, Singing, (Cape Town: Tafelberg-Uitgewers, 1963), p.26. 

2D8Yid Slater, Ya:tI/ Physio/cgy and the TetlChing of Singing, (Lonm: Lowe and Brymne 
Ltd., n.d.), p.31. . . 

3Ernest White, Science8lldSinging, (Lonc.k:ln: J.N. Dent & Sons, Ltd., 1938), p. 124. 
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inhalation, and should remain relaxed and slightly drawn back and 
down. This represents and alert, prepared position. 

The s1nger's breath training does not begin with Inhalation, but with 
exhalation. It is the conscious, relaxed but carefully controlled, out
going breath stream upon which all good singing activity rests. This 
even flow of outgoing breath should not be constricted at the throat 
and should be controlled by the abdominal muscles. As previously 
mentioned1, support Is provided by the abdominal breathing muscles 
working in contrasting motion to the diaphragm and intercostal 
muscles which, In tum, govern Inhalation. 

Quiet breathing is most important. The Latin proverb, ars est ce/are 
artem, (the art is to hide art) holds true regards singing as much as 
any other skl112. An expression of wonder, surprise, (Imagine sme1l1ng 
a flower), produces an open throat. By Imagining that the breath 
rushes noiselessly Into the lungs, the whole singing mechanism 
assumes the relaxed and open position which Is necessary for the 
moment of sound product Ion. 

Many famous singing tutors believe in drawing breath through the 
nose3. Breathing deeply through the nose, however, is too slow a pro
cess for Singing. A sleeping person Inhales through the nose which 
then acts as a fl1ter to prevent heat, dust or Insects penetrating the 
throat and lungs. During speaking or singing, another method of in
halation becomes necessary,. and breathing through the nose alone be
comes Impossible. The most logiC method seems to be borne out of 
necessity; In order to fill the lungs quickly and efficiently, and not to 
break the rhythmic continuity of the music, Singers have to inhale 
rapidly through the mouth and nose simultaneously. 

Breath training should become an Integral part of choral rehearsals. 
Not only does it stimulate breathing itself, but it also serves to pre
pare the singer psychologiCally. As a result of good breathing, the 

1 Part one, p. 4. 

2Ibid., p. 124. 

3Wl1helm Ehmann, Choral Directing, (M1nneapol1s: Augsburg Publ1sh1ng House, 1968), 
p.22. 
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singer will develop his ability to phrase artistically and intelli

gently1. 

Simul taneous breathing is one ·of the essential means toward 
achieving a vital, corporate unity within the choir. The breath taken 

at the beginning of a song unifies the choir into an animated, close 
unit and so helps to ensure precise and correct entries. The director 
breathes with the choir and accompanies this procedure with an ap
propriate gesture which leads directly into the first beat of the mu
sic. Very often, choirs suffer from "overpressure" of breath. The choir 
should be requested to exhale on a deep sigh and Immediately proceed 
to use up the residual air by speaking on the syllable "dah, dah, dah". 
The singers will definitely be able to produce a long string of "dahs". 

In choral singing. three different breathing techniques may be used: 
deep, snatch, and staggered breathing. 

(a) Deep breaths should be taken at the end of well-defined phrases 

and after half-cadences and whole cadences. If the conductor can 
induce the singers to breathe deeply after phrase endings, the 
musical structure will be made clear and the music itself will 
be full of life and movement. 

(b) At times the singers may have to snatch a breath which is pos

sible through a qUick, small movement of the stomach walls just 
beneath the solar plexus. The posture of the singer remains un
changed. 

(c) Staggered breathing must be applied whenever a phrase is so 
long that the individual is unable to sing it in one breath. The 
choir director should decide on the breathing places for the 
different sections. In their turn, the singers help each other by 
breathing in such a way that the whole phrase can be sustained 
without interruption and without any audible inhalation. 

1 Part 2, pp. 57-58 contains various breathing exercises. 
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2.3 The Vocal Resonance System 

The sound of the human v01ce 1s very complex and r1ch 1n harmon1cs. 
for the mouth and var10us cavtties opening 1nto the mouth such as the 
pharynx, the naso-pharynx and the chest, act as resonators. 

A s1ngle vowel sound does not ex1st. because any v1brat1ng body such 
as the vocal cords, sets up subsIdiary v1brat10ns as well. Whl1e vI
bratIng along 1ts ent1re length, the fundamental tone 1s produced. Al
most Immed1ately, its halves set up subsid1ary v1brations and, beIng 
half the length. v1brate tw1ce as fast. sound1ng the octave. The th1rds 
vIbrate three times as fast, sounding the twelfth. Eventually, we hear 
something llke thIs: 
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ThIs relat10nshlp of sound Is called the harmonic series: the f1rst 
harmonic Is called the fundamental. The remaining notes or har
montes are called upper parttals or overtones', 

Nasal resonance is an added embellishment which gives a richer sound 
to the tone resonating In the mouth cavity. Nasal resonance should 
not be confused with nasal tone, which ts caused by a lowered soft 
palate, thereby shutt1ng the mouth off from the throat. As a result} 
the tone passes directly through the nose, resultfng In an offensive 
nasal qual1ty. Humming exercises should be practised to develop 
correct nasa I resonance2. 

1 Charles eleen. Yoice Pr«J.K:Ilmln Choral Ttdmique. (LonOOn: NoYeno and Company Ltd. 
1970). p. 53. 

2Part 2. pp. 65-67 conta1ns approprtate exerc1ses. 
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Tone production is much improved by the addition of head resonance. 
The effect of head resonance is a brilliance resulting from the 
strengthening of high harmoniCS. The singers' ent1re range should 
contain head resonance as it'sbrilHanceis an important factor for
singing in tune: notes without such brilliance tend to sound flat. 

The mouth 1s a large, spacious cavity, the roof being formed by the 
high palate. The position and shape of the llps and mouth have the 

greatest Influence upon the timbre of the voice. 

The chest 1s a superb and powerful resonat1ng box, add1ng great vol
ume to the low tones of the voice. Chest vibration decreases 
naturally as the voice ascends the scale. 

The vocal cords merely produce the sound. The mouth transforms 1t 
into tone, which, with proper cavity formation and breath control, 

resonates in the mouth, chest and cavities of the head. If there hap
pens to be a cavity in the mouth, nose or chest which is "tuned" in to 
one of the part1als produced by the larynx, that part1cular part1al or 
overtone is reinforced while the other partials, in finding no sym
pathetiC resonator remain relatively Insignificant. No tone should be 
pushed or forced to some particular point. Properly produced tone 

seems to place Itself, prov1ded there Is no Interference with the 
resonance mechanism. Therefore, Singers should aim for the fol
lOwing: 

(a) Sl1ghtly ra1sed cheeks, forming a gently smlle so as to open the 
inner nasal cavities. 

(b) Low-lying relaxed tongue and lower jaw. 

(c) The teeth apart, so that the cavity of the mouth remains 
sufficiently large. 

(d) A h1gh relaxed soft palate. spreading out towards the s1des. 

(e) A re J axed and open throat. 

(0 A foundation of good breath control. 
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Control of the Laryngeal MechanIsm 

3.1 Pitch 

The fundamental p1tch of a vo1ced sound 1s determ1ned by the tens10n 
of the vocal cords and the pressure of the breath against the vocal 
cords. 

Vocal cords are capable of changing rapidly In thickness, length, and 
tightness. Within each vocal cord are two sets of muscles which co
operate to produce the proper amount of tension for each desired 
pitch

'
. However, it is the vocal tract situated above the vocal cords 

which augments the tone and determines its timbre and QuaJ1ty. 

Many singing tutors agree that the mental concept which precedes the 
sounding of a tone is of the utmost importance. By relaxing mentally, 
the jaw and tongue will drop automatically and the throat will be 
open. The mind should then conceive of a clear, vibrant tone at the 
correct pitch. The attack should be firm and precise, but without 
force or too much eff ort2. 

3.2 Volume 

Any inexperienced singer with a potentially good voice is by no means 
ready for choral singing which demands loud singing. The development 
of volume and its control is so intimately associated with the control 
of tone qual1ty that it is practically impossible to consider one 
wfthout the other. 

It should be pOinted out that loud singing is not necessarny beautiful. 
In fact, many young singers have beautiful voices but lack the 

lJoseph Klein, Singing TtX:hnlque, (New Jersey: D. van Nostrand Company Inc., 1967; 
reprint ed., 1968), p.36. 

21vor Warren. The EXlJlTlill8tlOll C8ndidIJte's H8tJd1JtxJk OIl Singing, (Lonoon: A. 
Hammond & Co., n.d) I p. 15. 
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necessary volume1• Untrained voices are often unable to sustain good 
tone qual1ty with increasing vocal intensity. As soon as the singers 
acquire a good voice qual1ty, the tutor should aim at bul1dIng up the 
s1nglng muscles. Loud, forced singing is an abomination, often 
resulting In disastrous vocal problems, such as a tremol02. A well
trained, experienced conductor should be able to guide the singers 
successful1y 1n developing volume w1thout loss of qua11ty. 

3.3 Dynamics 

, 

The voice 1s unique 1n its capacIty of dImInishing the sound of a sIngle 
note from loud to soft and vice versa. Most beginners support the 
piano and pianissimo notes by the muscles of the throat instead of the 
diaphragm. There should be no pressure on the throat and neck 
muscles at all. A sort tone should be an exact rep11ca of a loud one, 
involving no change of mechanism. Resonance Is the carrying power of 
the tone, and the softest pianissimo must be just as resonant as a 
forte tone. Soft tones demand an even greater degree of 1ntensity of 
the column of breath than loud tones. Demonstrate this by requesting 
the students to blow on 'ss' or 'ff', first forte, then plano. In forte, 
one will use dynamic force and consequently more breath, whlle 1n 
blowing piano, less breath will be used but the controlling action of 
the diaphragm and rib muscles will be strongly felt3, The carrying 
power of the voice depends largely upon the following elements: 

(a) Control of the breath 

(b) Forward placing of the sound 

(c) Full and correct use of the resonators 

(d) Dist1nct articulat10n4 

lVU:tor ~uchs, The Art of Singing 8IJd Yolco Ttdlnlque, (lonoon: C8100r' and Soyars, ltd., 
1963; reprlOt ed., 1967), p. 106. 

2Refer to Part 2, p. 97 for exercises, 

3Adelhe1dArmhold, Singing, (Cape Town: Tafelberg-U1tgewers. 1963), p.52. 

40av1d Slater I Yo::al Physloltqy 8IId the T88ClJlng of Singing, (lonmn: lowe and Bryame 
Ltd. I n.d.) I p.55. 
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In order to control a crescendo or diminuendo it Is very Important that 
the singer's ear Is sufflcient1y trained In keepIng exact vowel form 
and tone colour fixed In hls .memory. If· not, a crescendo or a·forte 
passage may be mistaken for an increase in dark tone colour and a 
diminuendo or plano singing with an exaggerated thinning out of the 
voicel . In d1mInishing the tone, the openIng of the throat remaIns the . 
same. Only the Quantity of breath being expelled 1s dlm1nlshed by 
means of the diaphragm muscle. /1essa dl Voce Is a technical term 
applied to the art of swelling or diminishing the tone by 
ImperceptIble gradatIon from the softest atta1nable pIano to fu11 
volume, and vice versa2. Singers shou1d not start working on /1essa dl 
Voce unless they are guided by the two guardian angels of the voice -

resonance and breath control3. 

3.4 Colour 

Light and shade constitute the principal element of expression; and 
the artIst who does not know how to put a varIety of colour Into hIs 
singing w111 not be able to communicate with his audience. Tone 
colour and resonance are inseparable. Without good resonance there 
can be no co lour. 

Facial expression has an important bearing upon the colour or Quality 
of the voice. For example, It is impossible to produce bright, happy 
tones with a sombre facial expression, and equally impossible to 
portray sad emotions w1th a meaningless smne. 

A balanced tone has the correct blend of the fundamental tone and its 
overtones. A very wide smile may destroy the delicate balance by 
br1nging 1n too much of the upper part1als~ whl1e the fundamental re
mains subdued. A dark tone is the result of the emphaSis of the 

l8rent Monahan. TheArtofSll1gif&7. (Lonmn: TheSc8recrow Press. Inc .• 1978), p.165. 

2Refer to Part 2, pp. 78-79 for appropriate exercises . . 

3Yiktor Fuchs, The Art of SII1gII1g 8IJtI Yoiee Technique, (Londln: calder and Boyars Ltd. 
1963; reprint ed, 1967), p. 114. ' , 
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fundamental pitch. It lacks ring and has a tendency to stay locked 1n 
the throat' 

Without dynamic tone colour, singing-would be du11and uninteresting. 
Not only should the words be sung clearly, but each word should also 
have that required quality of tone to make it expressive. The con
ductor and his singers should clearly understand the song as a whole, 
and endeavour to present the 11stener with a complete picture. By 
using the appropriate tone colour, a magical atmosphere - without 
which art is lmpossible- is created during the performance of a song. 

'Warren Angell, Ltd up, you Singers/ , (Dallas: CrescenOO Publ1cations, Inc., 1978), 
p.73. 



Chapter 4 

Vo1ce Ranges and Reg1sters 

4.1 Vojce Ranges 

Adult slngers falllnto the followlng maln categor1es, accord1ng to the 
average centre of the1r vo1ces1; 

Soprano; 
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Mezzo-Soprano: 
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Contralto; 
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Male Alto: 
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1 Charles Clean, Yoli:e PrrxluctiOfl ill ChorDI TeclJlliqtl(J, (lonOOn: Noveno and Company ltd, 
1970), p. 101. 
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Tenor: 

I£f 0 I 

Baritone: 

Bass: 

Most amateur singers range about a rUth below and above the average 
centre of their voices, whereas professionals will range from an oc
tave to as much as a twelfth below and above. 

The average compass of young chl1dren's votces. about 10 years of 
age, is approximatelyl: 

? A ..., , 
rr:'\ , 

J: L I 

"J 
-e-

lReginald JeK:qUeS, Yo!i;1J Training and ContIt.cling in SclHXJls, (lorKtm: Oxford University 
Press), p.40. 
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As the1r voices mature, wtth proper traln1ng, the voice range may 
gradual1y expand untl1 the sopranos wl11 sing qu1te comfortably 
w1th1n a range of: 

Boys with good voices, given careful training, should develop a com
pass of: 

? .Q 
-.A / 

/ 
1£:1 / 
~ IL 

\.. b~ 

Their voices are extremely flexible, and possess a much more ex
tensive head register than girls. 

The only way to cultivate beautiful tone In ch1Jdren's voices Is to de
mand soft singing at al1 times. The obvious advantages are: 

(a) The voice w111 not be forced during soft singing, and there wl11 
be no risk of strain or fatigue. 

(b) A good tone wl111mmedlately be produced, especla11y In the head 
register. 

(c) Intonation wl11 more often be accurate. 

(d) The registers wl11 blend easl1y and natural1y. 
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The part of the voice lying between: 

~ I 
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~ 
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J 

should be trained first, as these are the notes on which children 
naturally use correct v01ce-product10n. 

The following descriptions are appllcable to the average high school 
choir. For each voice group, the compass is shown on the left and the 
tesss1tura on the r1ght. 

First soprano 
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'" -

""'\ C~ 
l' 

J 

Typically, the first soprano produces a l1ght, flutel1ke, lyrical sound. 

Second or mezzo-soprano 

, ,... --
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The mezzo-soprano has a ful1er, more dramatic Quality than the first 
soprano. 
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Alto. er central to. 

The centralte seunds full, rich and senerous, especially in the lower 

range. A true alto veice is rare at the high school age, and may 
1nitlally be breathy 1n quality. 

Tenor 

~-
-.0. -

r'\ n 
lJ 

\. 

Characteristically, the tenor has a pure, delicate and sweet tone. 

WhHe the voice sounds 11ghtin its lower range, 1t sounds brilliant on 
the higher netes where it sings comfortably. Tenors rarely mature at 
high school age. 

Baritone 

\gr 0 I 

The baritone's voice is broad and rich in quality. This quality can be 
sustained cemfortably into. the tenor range. 
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I o I 

The bass has a heavy, dark deep Quality, especially In the middle and 
lower ranges of the v01ce. 

4.2 Vo1ce Reg1sters 

The d1stlnctlve character assumed by the votce, accordtng to the par
ticular action of the vocal organs and specific cavity employed as Its 
"resonance chamber" constttutes what is commonly called -register"1. 

Untl1 Garcta2 Invented the laryngoscope3 In 1865, all great Singing 
teachers claimed that there were only two registers, the chest and 
the head. At the t1me of h1s tnventlon, even Garc1a himself bel1eved 
there to be only two reg1sters. Only at a later stage of his teaching 
career dtd he break away from the trad1t10nal view, and assert that 
there were three registers, chest, middle and head. 

As to the idea of "one register" for the whole voice, there Is no better 
explanat10n than the old Italian say1ng, "One regfster Is. not a 
starting-point, but a goal". To assert that there are no registers, Is 
unfortunate because the blending of the reg1sters or the smoothing 
out of the vojce where one regjster passes over jnto another is one of 

the greatest problems wh1ch the teacher of v01ce-product10n has to 
solve. The subject of register blending Is compl1cated because many 

1 Many contrMictory views are held by experts regarding this issue. One (JXXi reason for not 
recognising the registers, is thctwhen thay tJre discussed there fnev1tcbly follow references to 
"breaks" jn the voice. This may influence the Singer towards b~lng self-conscious and 
nervous obout registers ond may even result in trMSform1ng 8 sUght break 1n the voice to 
somethino very obtrustve. 

2M8fluel Garcia ( 1805-1906), tnvented the laryJ9)SC0p8 and was also 8 fine stnging 
tetdler, number1ng Jenny l1nd among h1s pupl1s. He was professor of singing at the Royal 
AcOmyof Music in lonlbl from 1848- 1895. 

3A m1rror apparatus for exam1n1ng the laynx. 
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people suppose, for example, that the vocal registers are synonymous 
with the different kinds of voices, and speak of the alto, soprano, 
bass or tenor register as if register stood for quality, which it does 

not. 

Dr. Paul J. Moses1, a most competent medical and vocal specialist of 
the Stanford University School of Medicine, writes of registers: 

"The functioning of registers may be seen with the stroboscope, 
during mirror laryngoscopy. In singing from the highest possible 
tone down to the lowest, the untrained singer passes a sequence 
of tones of a certain character. He reaches a 'node', or switching 
point, from which he continues with a sequence of tones of a 
different character. Then he reaches another 'node' and switches 
to the lowest third of the range. The trained singer does not . 
reveal these 'nodes', since he has learned to unify the head, 
middle and chest register." 

A singer who does not understand how registers function w111 sooner 
or later have trouble in equal1zing his low, middle and high notes. 
Registers cover each other so that several notes can be sung in both, 
and there should be no obvious change in going from one to the other. 

The term "break" is generally used to indicate the point at which a 
new register suddenly appears. Whereas the most marked break in the 
female voice is in its lowest range, the break of the male voice is to 
be located In Its highest range. The majority of writers on the 
technique of singing advise, for the reasons J1sted below, that the 
blending of registers may be achieved by strengthening the upper 
registers and carrying them downwards. 

(a) It Is easier to change from an upper register into a lower than 
from a lower into an upper. 

(b) There Is less risk of straining the registers. 

~ 

1 PauJ Moses, The Yolce of Neuroses. (New York: 6r~ne and Stratten. 1954), p.92. 
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(c) If exercises are practised from below, there is a strong tendency 
to force a register upwards beyond its proper llmits, thus 
weaken1ng the lower notes of the next reg1ster, and greatly 1n
creasing the difficulty of a smooth junction. 

The incorrect use of the resonating cavities is fatal to the successful 
blendIng of the registers. If the resonance rises with the votce, 
abrupt changes of timbre will be avoided. When descending from an 
upper register, as much as possible of the resonance of that partiCU
lar register should be introduced into the upper notes of the register 
below. 

4.3 Falsetto 

Falsetto occurs when a male Singer Sings soft notes In the h1ghest re
g10ns above h1s natural range. The usual def1nit1ons are, "a false or 
art1fic1al vo1ce" or, "that part of a man's voice which l1es above his 
natural volce". It was probably first applied to singers in liturgical 
music In the Roman Church, which dfd not adm1t any female s1ngers. 
The soprano parts were normally sung by boys. Durfng the 16th Cen
tury, the polyphonic a capella style had reached such complexity that 
it was dffficult for boys to master it during the relatively short 
period at their disposal (from about e1ght to thirteen years of age). 
Tenors took over the higher parts by singing falsetto, and they were 
known as tenori falsetti or simply falsett1. Later they were replaced 
by castrati, I.e. singers whose vo1ces did not break as the result of a 
surgical operat1on1. 

Dur1ng normal singing, the vocal cords vibrate as a whole, whnst fn 
falsetto only the edges Vibrate, hence the resultfng thin, reedy tone. 
It also demands the smallest possible column of air. A falsetto note 
can never be developed 1nto a chest or head note, nor can it be 
developed to slng very loud. A head note on the other hand, can be sung 
by singers of both sexes and fs performed with partial or complete 
vibration of the sku]] and Its cavities. A plano or pianiSSimo note 
that can be developed to forte is a typical head-note and not a 

1 For. as long as the Church requtred the musical servtces of these stngers. the matter was . 
never dlSClosed, and the Church al1egedly OOnied knowl$ about the disfigurement of the boys. 
Poor and greed)! parents were seduced by the wealth that famous castratf could amass. 
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falsetto. Skilled singers minimize the break between pianissimo 
head-tones and falsetto by colouring the notes before and after the 

falsetto notes. 

The use of falsetto-singing in choral work is of extreme value. The 
natural male voice in its high tessitura could very easily dominate the 
female parts and especially in a final chord such as: 
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where the F above middle C is initially sung by altos, followed by the 
tenors which could make it sound pinched or forced. In these cases, 
falsetto-singing seems to be the logical solution1. 

4.4 Changing V01ces 

There is a hurdle that all boys meet - the voice change. Boys' voices 
change drastically, often suddenly and usually with strange, unex
pected Quirks as they drop as much as two octaves 1n pitch. Boys then 
have to learn to sing in a new idiom. The tenor and bass Hnes are 
different from anything the boys have had before. There are new har
monic and contrapuntal voice lines, and new clefs. 

Extensive voice-tests were undertaken by Frederick Swanson for his 
Ph.D. dissertation: Voice t1utation in tbe Adolescent t1ale. He re
vealed very startling cases where voices dropped in pitch suddenly as 
much as two octaves, sometimes within the span of six weeks. Of 
these, some boys also retains a functional treble voice, while others, 
for a time, could only sing a few deep bass tones and nothing else. 
Some boys also sang in the low bass and high treble with an area of 
sl1ence in between, where no sound at all could be producecJ2. Only 

1 Philip McLachlan, KI6SIJIJd!rrig illl1usiek, (eootNoa:f: Nasou Beperk, 1978) p.133. 
. - .. . - .- .. _. - - -- .- .. . . . ' --- . _ .. , . - -_. . 

2Frederick Swanson, "Changing Voices: Don't leave out the boys", l1usic Educators Journal 
(January 1984), p.47. 
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rarely did boys appear who moved down gradually. Swanson also dis
covered that some boys produced tones an octave below the standard 
bass clef, also known as the "pulse register" or "Russ1an bass". These 
boys are often labeled as def1c1ent s1ngers, but when developed and 
used properly, they can add an effect1ve depth and r1chness to any 
choir. 

It 1s very 1mportant for the choral d1rector to be able to recogn1ze the 
change when 1t occurs, so that care and attentIon can be directed 
towards producIng the voice correctly. Some of the symptoms of the 
chang1ng per10d are: 

(a) The speak1ng voice becomes husky and lacks control. 

(b) The speakIng v01ce begIns to get heavIer 1n tone and a celest1al 
br1ll1ancy 1s not1ceable dur1ng s1ng1ng. 

(c) The h1gher notes may disappear or become dlff1cult to s1ng whfle 
the lower notes Improve 1n QuaJ1ty. 

(d) He may experience diff1cult1es 1n flnding the proper p1tch and 
often the following s1gns are prevalent: ra1sed eyebrows, a 
wr1nkled brow and a pa1ned or "goose-neck" look. 

Boys are sometimes taught to use a chest tone for their lower notes 
before the chang1ng period, as an alternative to USing the medium 
register whIch may sound weak 1n comparison to their strong chest 
tones. The a1m 1n teach1ng s1ng1ng is to lay the foundat10n for a 
be~ut1ful and resonant v01ce in adult Ufe. The effort requIred to force 
power onto the lower notes of the voice before the change, may easl1y 
cause a completely ru1ned v01ce. By develOPing the use of the med1um 
reg1ster for low notes, a br1dge 1s establtshed by means of wh1ch 
their v01ces can graduaHy pass wIthout dIfficulty Into tenor, 
barItone, or bass. 

It Is also of v1tal Importance to use the voice gently durIng the t1me 
of change. The v01ce w1ll naturally develop 1n power and 1mprove In 
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Qual1ty if attention is directed to correct breathing and the use of the 
correct resonance chambers 1. 

An adolescent boy should be encouraged to report immediately-when 
he first encounters difficulty in vOice-production. From that t1me on, 
there should be a constant individual testing and reclassification of 
the boy's v01ce untl11t has settled permanently. Enthus1asm, method, 
patience and indomitable perseverance on the part of the director is 
essential. 

1 W. Norman Mellalieu, The Boy's Changing ¥oice, (LondJn: Oxford University Press, 1966), 
p.ll. 



Chapter 5 

Intonation 

The subject of 1ntonat1on 1s laden with psychological overtones in which 
the egos of individual choir members are involved. For example, a con
ductor may potnt to faulty 1ntonat1on wtth a statement such as, "you are 
singing flat". The singer could easily take offence, and interpret this 
comment as being synonymous with the criticism that he was not sing1ng 
musically. The conductor should not create anxieties for his singers in 
any way, but rather try to pin-pOint the spec1f1c cause of the problem and 
then try to correct it. 

Conductors often use the express10n, "l1sten to each other" in an attempt to 
ach1eve good tntonat1on. Th1s tnjunctlon does not make any sense. Should 
the stngers who are s1ng1ng 1n tune l1sten to those who are sing1ng out of 
tune or v1ce versa? How will the singers know to which group they belong 
at that particular moment? Choirs tend to go flat in perfect harmony 
anyway, therefore one must assume that they are 1n fact acutely aware of 
each other. I t is the conductor's task to llsten to what he is hearing; in 
other words, to recognize and analyze the cause of a pitch problem and to 
provide a solution to overcome it. It is very often better to say nothing 
untl1 the exact cause of the problem 1s apparent1• 

5.1 The relatIonshIp between correctly-produced tone and intonatIon 

Accurate p1tch and lntonat1on 1s dependant upon correct vocal pro-
, duct10n. The pitch of the tone is determined by the tension of tt-le 

vocal cords and the pressure of the breath against the vocal cords. If 
the pressure or breath support is Inadequate, the laryngeal muscles 
wf11 funct10n 1ncorrectly 1n thetr effort to obtatn the correct pttch. 
This places strain and fatigue on the voice. It also results 1n muscu
lar interference of the jaw, llps, and the root of the tongue. There 
will be an absence of well-placed resonance. 

The intonation will also suffer if vowels and consonants are badly 
produced. A too open mouth position in the low register often spoils 

lWalter Ehret. The Choral Conductor's HandbaJk. (New York: Edward B. Marks Music 
rAlrporation I 1959) I p. 19. 
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the tone. Likewise, in the high register a fixed, tense jaw influences 
the overtones and the tone does not ring true. 

5.2 Weak Aural Perceotion 

F.e. Field Hyde1 writes: -Ear training in singing may be defined as the 
process of becoming proficient and sklHful In recognizing, retaining 
or reproducing vocal tones by means of practice In experiencing their 
aUditory sensations. In other words, it is the means of receiving and 
retaining mental Impressions of vocal tones and tonal relations 
through the medium of the sense of hearlng-. According to him, the 
difference in most cases between singers and those who have no voice 
Is really a defect of ear on the part of the latter. They are naturaHy 
unable to imitate sounds, that is, reproduce gradations of pitch which 
they either do not hear at all, or only Imperfectly. 

Music is a l1stener's art because every movement of the body and 
excitement of the imagination in reaction to the music is determined 
and Qual1fled by how and what one hears. Many singers are deficient 
in aural imagination of musical sounds through lack of training2. 

1F.C. Field Hyde. TmS/~/~CIas:s T~. (Lorxb1: Joseph WU118111SLtd., 1914), p.147. 

2Part 2, pp. 86-90 mntains useful exercises designed to train the choral singer's ear. 



Chapter 6 

D1ction 

Good tone Qual1ty and correct d1ct10n 1s essent1al to effect1ve 1nterpre
tation. Pronunciation, enunciation and articulation all form an Integral 
part of diction. 

Pronunciation 1s the way 1n wh1ch the words are sung, and In particular, 
the way In which the vowel and consonant sounds are uttered, as well as 
the correct accentuation of the words and phrases. "Sing as you speak" Is 
a very debatable statement. The habits and speech mannerisms of In
d1v1duals vary greatly and conseQuently an analys1s of words sung by a 
choir wl11 reveal a wide variety of slml1ar, yet distinctly different pro
nunciation of each vocal sound. 

Enunclat10n Is the way In which the sound Is uttered regarding the clarity 
and d1st1nctness of the various vowels and consonants employed. The 
central thought of the music can only be conveyed to the audience when the 
choir's enunciation Is good. 

Articulation refers to the articulating organs, the tongue, lips, teeth, 
palate and lower jaw, which form and alter the channels necessary to 
project the various vocal sounds In order to achieve clear communication. 

There are three bas1c and d1st1nctly d1fferent styles of choral d1ct10n, 
name ly legato, staccato and marcato. 

Legato phrases should be thought of as long, soaring and descending mu
Sical 11nes. The explosive consonants should be diminished In order to 
blend smoothly wtth the vocal sounds. This effect can be achieved by 
attach1ng the final consonant to the next word or syllable. As well as 

. maintaining a gOOd legato 11ne, It also ensures absolute precision and uni
fication In articulation. For example, "For un-to us a chl1d Is born" Is 
actual1y sung, "Fo-run to us a chUd 1s born". Exceptions to this rule occurs 
as a result of the d1ct10n being uninteJJiglble, for example, "We three Kings 
of Orient/are". The diagonal Hne Indicates where the sounds should be 
separated . . Overly exaggerated art1culat10n should be avoided as It often 
results In a d1sturbance of the legato flow. By rals1ng the IntenSity of the 
singing consonants L, M, N, NG and R, the vowels and consonants wlJJ blend 
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toge"ther and follow each other In an even flow of tone, for example, II All 
the night", not" An/the/night"1. 

In staccato singing, the l1ps should be wlthouttenslon and flexible In order --
to exaggerate any l1p movements because good staccato diction depends 
upon distinct and precise articulation of the consonants. The words should 
be detached from each other, almost as 1f there were Quick rests between 
each note. Care should be taken that the words and vowels are formed 
closer to the front of the mouth, as sounds formed In the back of the throat 
will become difficult to articulate In a short, detached style2. 

Marcato diction requires that each note Is accentuated whlle the musical 
rhythm needs to be emphasized as well. Correct muscular action of the 
abdominal muscles Is necessary In this case3. 

Some choral compOSitions may require contrasting treatment as regards 
the style of diction whl1e other compositions may only need one specific 
type of singing. The conductor should always prepare himself thoroughly 
by carefu11y analYZing the text and the music, with particular attention to 
the diction reqUirements. 

6.1 Vowels and their pronunciation 

Vowels are utilized for sustaining the singing tone and should Ideally 
be uniformly produced by all members of the group. If not, the QuaHty 
and uniformity of the chofr tone4 wl11 be disturbed. The choral di
rector may approach vowel production In the fol1owlng ways5: 

1Robert L. Garretson. CondJctlng CIJora/l1uslc. (Massachusetts: Allyn and 6000n. Inc .• 
1970), pp.93-94. 

2Refer to Part 2, p. 99 ( un and ( tv) for exercises to improve sUlx:ato slngfng. 

3Refer to Part I. p. 4 for 8 dlscussfon on the funct10n of the abOOmlnal muscJes. 

4Refer to Part 1, pp. 50-52 for 8 discussion on uniformity of choir tone. 

5WflheJm Ehmann. Chtra/ Olr;;ctlng. (MlnneapoUs: Augsburg PubUshlng HouSe. 1968), 
p.49. 
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(a) The director can describe the purely mechanistic movements of 
the llps, teeth, tongue and adjustment of mouth spaces in order 
to produce the requ1red vowel sounds. 

(b) The director can approach the improvement of the vowel sound in 
terms of what the musical ear demands regarding purity, 
1ntens1ty and tone colour, for example, a bright "ah" as aga1nst 
a more covered HahN. 

(c) The d1rector may also l1lustrate the natural characterist1c of 
each vowel by relat1ng 1t to an exper1ence 1nt1mately assoc1ated 
with the requ1red sound, for example, "ah" is related to a sense 
of happiness and well-being, "oh" to a fee11ng of surprise or 
excited wonder and "ee" to a feeling of horror. 

Us1ng his d1scret10n, the d1rector w1ll 1ntegrate and use all three 
approaches, and emphasize one approach or the other in accordance 
w1th the age level, maturity, and ab111ty of the ch01r. 

Choral s1ng1ng may become mean1ngless unless the choral d1rector in
sists on the following aspects regarding diction: 

(a) The s1ng1ng should be natural, devo1d of any affected accents and 
manner1sms, except when the mus1c spec1fically requ1res certa1n 
foreign accents. 

(b) Every syllable, word and phrase must be d1st1nct 1n order to pro
duce 1nte1l1gible d1ction. 

(c) The natural accentutat10n of syllables should be preserved, 
therefore every syllable will not have equal strength. Carelessly 
translated songs often result 1n an 1mbalance between word and 
metrical accent. 

(d) The text becomes more mean1ngful and results 1n gOOd commu
n1cat10n with the l1stener by streSSing and colour1ng the key 
words within each phrase. 
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In order to achieve the above aims, the choral director should always 
give attention to the correct forming of vowels and consonants, as 
well as maximum synchronization of the sound elements Involved. 

Vowels w111 not be well-shaped unless the tongue 11es completely 
relaxed except for the actual muscles necessary for the position and 
movement desIred. Each vowel or syllable should have its specific 
sound characteristic Isolated, for example: 

Glo- ry to God 
aw lh 00 ah 

The vowel position must be held for its full rhythmic value, before 
moving decisively onto the next vowel mOUld. The mouth Is shaped 
and prepared for the vowel, not for the consonant 1. Certain vowel 
sounds may be modified to improve the tone quality, especially on. 
high notes, or long, impressive runs. They should, however, never be 
altered tnto an unrecognizable form. Avoid a shock of the glottiS 
when singing a word beginning with a vowel2. Ending on a vowel sound 
also requires specific treatment in order to avoid a ·click· or forced 
tone. The breath control should be regulated, while the throat, jaw 
and tongue remain relaxed. Should this become an obstacle, the 
singers could end by leaving the mouth open and lnhaHng sharply3. 

In order to achieve uniform tone production and tonal blend, the choral 
director must be aware of the precise differences between vowel 
sounds. All the primary vowels (ah, eh, ee, oh, 00) should regularly be 
used in vocal1zation4. The various vowels are determined by the 
relative size and shape of the mouth and throat cavities, specifically 
by the position of the jaw, tongue and Ups. On the following page are 
photographS Illustrating the position of the mouth, tongue and lips In 
the formation of the primary vowels. 

1W81ter Ehret, The Chtra/ CrJntJ.K;tor's II8ntIJtxJt , (New York: Edw8rd 6. Marks Mus1c 
Corporation, 1959), p.37. 

2Refer to P6rt 2, p. 94 for 8 mfiniUon of, and cure for, shock Of the glottis. 

3P8UJ Roo, O'Iorall1lJSlc £dQtlm, (Englewuxj C11ffs: Prent1ce-Ha1J', Inc., 1970), p. 93. 

4Refer to Part 2, pp. 7 t - 73 for appropriate exercises. 
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Ah Eh 

Ee Oh 

00 
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The following vowel chart Hlustrates the variety of vowel sounds 
that occur in choral singing, and includes a description of the pro
duction of the various sounds1: 

A as in Father. Jaw dropped and mouth open. Tongue lies easily at the 
bot tom of the mouth, the t tp in light contact w!~h the lower front 
teeth. The arch of the mouth is high and broad. Avoid singing AH In 
the back of the mouth for 1t can become a throaty AW sound2. 

A as in Add: Usually too nasal. Modify by pract1sing the broad AH as 
In Father, and work back until a fuller A, as 1n Ask, 1s heard. 

A as in paw: Keep the vowel forward. Excellent for developing full
ness of voice and darkness of colour. 

A as In Fate: Usually sounds edgy. Should be treated as a d1phthong 
combtnatlon. Susta1n 1t on the EH, as 1n Pet, and van1sh on an EE, as in 
Me, or on IH, as in HIt. 

E as 1n He: Tends to be a harsh sound. A1m for a dark sound. The Ups 
can be rounded as if singing 00, as 1n Moon, then superimpose the EE, 
as in He, on th1s mOUld. The result should be equivalent to the French 
"u" or the German umlaut, "U". Av01d tens10n In the Jaw of clench1ng of 
the teeth. When properly focused and resonated, EE is excellent for 
acquir1ng ring and v1tal1ty as well as for.br1ghten1ng "th1ck" v01ces. 

E as 1n End: Tends to be strident. Mel10w the vowel by practiSing a 
combination of OO-EH sounds. 

I as 1n H1t: Colour this vowel w1th a bit of EE, as in Me, for added 
depth and r1chness. Keep the llps well rounded, so that a sound of 
greater depth is produced. 

o as Vote: The tongue Hes easily in the bottom of the mouth, wah the 
tip touching l1ghtly against the lower front teeth. This Is a d1phthong 

1 Robert l. Garretson, CondJctillfl Chor8/ l1usic, (Massachusetts: Allyn and Ba::on, 
Inc. ,1970), p.84. 

2Refer to Part 2, p. 82 for exerctses destgned to cure a throaty AH sound. 
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combinatlon, sustaining on OH and vanishing on 00. Keep a btt of the 
AH colour when singing OH. Set the AH mold and adjust llps to 

pronounce OH. 

o as in Cot: Take care not to pronounce it too brightly, for example, 

"cawt". 

o as in Lord: Should have an "awe" sound. 

00 as tn Soon: Ups well rounded, with a cavernous feellng inside the 
mouth. If the vowel sound throaty, form 1t on an 0, as 1n Note, slowly 
changing to 00, as in Soon. Preceding 00, as 1n Soon, with an EE, as In 
Me, wlll also help to take some of the throatiness away. 

UH as 1n Up: Tongue l1es flat, jaw relaxed. Watch out for curl1ng of 
the tongue and tightening of the base of the tongue. Use AH, as in 
Father, as the basic vowel mold, modify1ng 1t 1nto UH. Practice th1s 
exercise with as little shift from AH as possible. 

6.2 Diphthongs 

A diphthong may be defined as a compound vowel, or a syllable in 
wh1ch the sound changes from one vowel to another1• In s1ng1ng a 
single vowel, the articulating organs are held in a fixed position, 
whereas in a diphthong, the articulating organs change position, 
thereby altering the vowel sound. In these cases, only one of the 
vowels can be fundamental. The secondary or van1sh1ng vowel should 
be treated as a consonant and executed very crisply and precisely. 
Anticipation towards the secondary vowels will destroy the blend and 
vowel uniform1ty2. Therefore, the choral director is advised to decide 
on a def1n1te beat whereupon the secondary vowel1s to be sung. Pr10r 
to any singing, the director should analyze and explain the different 
elements of a diphthong to the singers, simultaneously ensuring that 

lAccording to Webster's dictionary, the word dlpthong is derived from the Grea" word, 
dlpthongus, dj-, meanjng two and -phtongus, voice or sound. 

2Walter Ehret, 'he CIJora/ Conductor's fI8ndIJaJk , (New Vor": Edward B. Mar"s Music 
Corporation, 1959), p,45. 
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the correct element is accentuated. The following examples 
i11ustrate the correct pronunciation of the various diphthongs1: 

1 as in Night: Consists of the fundamental Ah, as in Father, which is 
sustained for almost the entire length of the tone, with EE, as in Me, 
sounded just before the tone is ended, for example: 

01 as in Toil: Consists of a fundamental AW, as in Awe, sustained and 
a van1sh on EE, as 1n Me, or IH, as 1n Pit, for example: 

OY as in Boy: ConSists of a fundamental AW, as in Awe, and a vanish 
on EE as in Me, or IH, as in Pit, for example: 

I@t d· .. rl 
Btlw_ee. . 
I 2...3 " 

1 Ibid. • p. 46. 

----"-------------
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OU as in Out, or OW as in Now: Consists of a fundamental AH, as 1n 
father, and a van1sh on 00, as in Moon, for example: 

~t d' ~, \ 
~H_oo t 
NRw-Oo 
I 2..3 It 

A as 1n pay: Consists of a fundamental EH, as in Pet, and a vanish on 
EE as 1n Me, or IH, as 1n P1t, ror example: 

OH as tn Slow: ConsIsts of a fundamental OH, as tn Go, and a vanIsh on 
00, as 1n Moon, for example: 

~t J. l! 
SLOH_oo 
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E as in New: Here the vanish precedes the fundamental and consists of 
a vanish on EE, as in Me, and a fundamental on 00, as in Moon,for 
example: 

I ~.3 'f 

6.3 Trlpthongs 

Trlpthongs are three contiguous vowels in one syllable. Each of these 
vowels must be pronounced clearly and separately, despite the fact 
that they are linked very smoothly together. The mus1cal accent must 
conform to the phonetiC stress. The accentuated vowel gets the 
longest part of the note under which 1t stands. Trlpthongs are formed 
by vowel combinations such as: aio, tei, uat, uia and uo1. An example 
would be the word -vloltn-. 

, , 
, I , 
~- I ...I • 

" • ., 
IJU .. I 

I vah-ee- oh -'lin \..,. 

6.4 Consonants 

The beauty of the volce and the express10n of emot10n 1s heard 1n the 
vowel sounds. Clear enunciation of the consonants, however, is 
essential to the intel1igib1lity of the sung words. 

In contrast w1th vowels wh1ch are formed w1th an open mouth, con
sonants result from an.obstruction of the cavity of the mouth at one 
point or another, interrupting the vocal tone altogether or altering it 
to a hum or a buzz. Great care should be exercised so as to prevent 
the consonants from interfering with the proper resonatlon of the 
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vowels or interrupting the flow of the tone in such a way as to 
destroy the vocal line. On the other hand, to ign~re the distinctive 
consonantal qualities is to ignore a fundamental aspect of the ex
pression of language. Consonants are no less important in interpre
tation than vowels. It is the consonants, above all other qualities, 
which set the human voice apart and makes it unique amongst musical 

instruments. 

Consonants must be executed clearly. consuming as Httle time in 
their execution as possible. The exceptions are voiced sounds. such as 
L. M. N, which should be lingered upon briefly. All muscular activity 
invo lved in producing consonants must be greatly exaggerated. 
especially when singing in large venues. Muscular activity that is 
adequate for conversation is certainly not adequate for singing. Great 

care should be taken that this act10n 1s not exaggerated to the point 
where the muscles would become tired and stiff. 

Consonants are generally classif1ed into two types; voiced and 
v01celess sounds1. V01celess consonants are: k. p, t. f, h. sand sh. 
whereas the voiced consonants include: b, d, v, z, zh, 1, g, j, w, r, y, m, 

/ 

nand ng. The consonant th is voiced in some words and voiceless in 
others. Voiceless consonants imply that the vocal cords are silent, in 

other words, there is no perceptible movement of the vocal cords. In 
producing voiced consonants the vocal cords are drawn together, set 
into vibration, and the consonant is voiced as a result. These two 
types may be even further classified according to the nature of the 
obstruction or articulation: 

(a) Plosive consonants, where the obstruction is complete and the 
outflow of breath is completely blocked for an instant so that it 
explodes when released. These consonants may be further 
subdivided into: 

(0 Voiceless plosives, where there is an audible puff of breath 
following the consonant. for example: p. t and k. 

(10 VOiced plosives where the passage of the mouth is com
pletely blocked. but there 1s no explosion when they are 

------------------
1 Robert L. Garretson, Conducting Choral t1usic, ( M8SS8:husetts: A llyn and Bacon, 

Inc.,1970), pp.89-93. 
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released. These consonants can be voiced very briefly, or 
may be devoiced completely. They are b, d, and the hard g. 

(b) Affricate consonants: These are similar to the plosives except 
that the explosion is followed by a slow audible release. They 
are ch, as in church, or j, as in judge. 

(c) Fricative consonants. where there is no complete obstruction, 
but only a constriction that results in audible friction. These 
consonants may also be subdivided as follows: 
(1) V01celess fr1cat1ves: h, th as 1n thousand, s, sh and f. 
(if) Voiced fricatives: th as in thou, z, j as in pleasure, v, and 

the English r. 

(d) Nasal consonants. where the mouth 1s completely obstructed and 
the nasal passage is open: m, nand ng as in sing. 

(e) Rolled consonants. where there is rapid intermittent contact as 
1n the Scott1sh and Afr1kaans r, the Span1sh rr, and the Ital1an r. 

(f) Lateral consonants. where the obstruction is along the middle of 
the mouth with one or both sides free: 1, the Spanish 11, and the 
Italfan gl are all examples of lateral consonants. 

The following gUide-lines indicate the correct manner in which con
sonants should be formed 1. 

B as in Bee: Formed by an explosive parting of the llps. Do not use as 
much breath, nor explode as vigorously as when singing a P. 

C as 1n Face: A soft lOS" sound. Guard aga1nst ant1c1pating or sus
taining the hiss. 

o as in God: The tip of the tongue is placed in 1ight contact against 
the gum r1dge and sharply snapped from th1s pos1t10n. Do not press 
the front of the tongu,e against the place where the teeth and gum 
meets. 

lWilhelm Ehmann, ChoralOirecting, (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1968), 
p.S9. 
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F as in Fad: Formed by sharply snapping the lower lip from under the 

upper teeth. 

G as in Flag: A guttural sound. Always sing lightly so as to prevent 

fatigue of the throat muscles. 

H as in Hard: An aspirate. Useful when singing florid passages. The 
insert ion of an H between each note serves to detach the notes, giving 
them definition, and eliminating the tendency to slur carelessly, for 

example: 

910 t-j 
9'4\.\1 haw haw 'ha.w e.~c... 

Watch out for unnecessary loss of breath whl1e singing an H. This 
aspirate also often causes d1ff1culty when combined with other 
consonants. For example, the, word "when" is often pronounced as 
"wehn" rather than "hwehn". 

K as In Klan: Refer to G as 1n Flag. 

L as in Lord: The tip of the tongue should be lightly pressed against 
the upper teeth ridge. Use only the smallest edge of the tongue tip to 
avo1d heaviness. The L Is a voiced consonant and may be susta1ned 1n 
order to be heard, although not as prolonged as when singing a vowel. 
Do not antiCipate a final L, as the main vowel will be destroyed when 
the tongue moves forward towards the roof of the mouth. The tongue 
must rema1n In a low, relaxed state untl1 the very last moment before 
sounding the L. 

M and N: Excellent consonants for sustaining legato style. In order to 
secure a resonant M or N, sing the vowel OH whl1e gradually clos1ng 
the lips and teeth around this vowel, thereby producing a full, 
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resonant hum. The lips should always be held loose and relaxed, while 
touching lightly. 

These two voiced consonants should be sung on the pitch of the 

vowel, and always "sounded" just long enough to be truly effective. 

The word Amen needs special attention, as many choral directors 
display bad taste by falling into the following trap: 

~ - n 
~ . 
IF 

[1l"\i. ,... ,... to rT. ~,.. -Lt u- ...... """ O~ ~ 11'-' "'" 
\... tY\el'l- 11- n-t1 \"" ~ m~~ -eh.~~ -eh" 

NG as in Sing: This sound is excellent for developing forward reso
nance. The above remarks for M and N apply here as well. 

P as in Pop: Pronounce vigorously with the I1ps. Jaw as relaxed as 
possible. 

R as in Rod: Guard against pronouncing this sound in the throat. Over
rolling the R is as bad as under-articulating it. When an R appears at 
the beginning of a word, it may be strongly rolled. When the R appears 

before another consonant, as tn "start" for example, the R must be 

pronounced very quickly. A final R should never be rolled. Singers 

must be made aware of the rhythmic duration of the R, and should 

sustain the vowel preceding the R, adding the R only briefly upon the 
release of the syllable. For example, "ever" should be sung as "eh-vuh
rOO and "bury" should be sung as "beh-ree" not as "behr-ee". 

S as in Sons: This is a sibilant and should never be sustained. Hold 
the vowel and touch the S at the very last moment. When S occurs 
between syllables, pronounce it with the second syllable. For example, 
"lasting" should be sung as "la-sting", not as "las-ting". When two S's 

appear together, one of them should be el1minated, for example, "this 
seat" becomes "thl-seat". Some directors have found it helpful to 
assign the singing of S's only to a particular group while the 

remainder of the group sings only the vowel sound. It could also be 
helpful to minimize the 5 sound by changing it to a shorter Z sound, as 
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in "slumberz not". Another solution would be to concentrate on the 
development of the rhythmic accuracy of the choir. 

T as 10 Tip: Touch only the tip of the tongue to the gum ridge. Take 
care that T does not become 0, especial1y in the middle of a word, 
"water", for instance, becoming "wader". Watch out for sound sub
stitutes such as "meetchew", 1nstead of "meet/you". 

TH as in Earth: Do not prolong the TH sound. The correct method is 
sharp action of the tongue with very Jtttle loss of air. 

V as in Vine: Sounded by forming a small slip with the lips, the upper 
front teeth lightly touching the lower lip. 

W as In With: When sounding th1s consonant at the start of a word, 1t 
can help help to precede the W with a Quick 00, as 1n Moon. In this way 
"Wonderful" would be sung as "ooWonderful". 

WH a5m What- All word containing WH. sound a H ln1tlal1y. For ex
ample, "What" becomes "Hwaht" and not "Waht"'o 

Yas in Yes: This is an excel1ent consonant for loosening the jaw.1 The 
sound actually begins with an EE formation as a result of a humped 
tongue which permits only a l1ttle space in the front of the mouth. 

Z as in Zoo: Teeth close together, but not touching. Tongue remains 
relaxed w1th the tip almost touching the gum of the upper front teeth. 

CH as in Church: The sides of the tongue are placed firmly against the 
upper side teeth, the tip of the tongue touching the upper gum, while a 
v1gorous puff of breath 1s QU1ckly blown through the mouth. 

SH as in She: The tip of the tongue strives backwards and downwards 
while the middle moves to the roof of the mouth. The upper front 
teeth close over the lower bottom teeth until they are almost 
touching. The llps are slightly pouted. 

lRefer to warming-up exercises, Part 2, pp 62-64. 
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Once t he principles of good diction are taught in English, it should not 
be too difficult to apply most of them to other languages and the 
choral dIrector w1ll flnd that he 1s able to teach and rehearse a cho1r 
in a language that he may not be able to speak fluently. 



Chapter 7 

Blend1ng and Uniformity of Choir Tone 

The mark of a good choir is its precision. Through precision a choir 

achieves uniform and simultaneous attacks and releases. The resulting 
choral blend 1s perce1ved by the l1stener as a clear enunc1at1on of conso
nants which cllCk together on a stream of natural articulation. Rhythmic 
values should be given full. precise attention. to be modified only for le
gitimate reasons such as vocal phrasing. A precise rhythmic "heartbeat" 

should permeate each work1. 

Complete blend is only possible when the following elements are present2: 

- Accuracy of p1tch 
- Uniform diction 
- Uniform dynamic level 
- Uniform tone colour 
- Rhythm1c un1ty 

It is the conductor's task to bring each member of his choir into confor
mity with his idea of what good tone is. Homogeneity is the watchword -
wtthout tt choral singing would be Ineffective and unimpressive. 

Before any vocal line can be blended into the ensemble it should be a 
thoroughly blended unit in itself. Once the same rhythmic drive. pitch. 
Quality and tone colour is achieved within each section, the voice groups 
may merge with each other to form a unified whole. Each singer should be 
able to hear all the other parts and should try to produce a sound identical 
to what he hears. 

Very often. the individual tonal characteristics must be subl1mated to 
obtain a more muted group tone quaHty3. It is advisable to start with a 

lJohn Morgan and ~i11 Burrows, "Sharpen your Ed]e on Choral Competition", l1usic 
Educ6torsJourn61 (Apr111981), p. 46. 

2Wa1ter Ehret, The Clloral Conductor's H8ndbtxJk , (New York: Edward B. Marks Music 
Corporation, 1959), p. 34. 

3John Morgan and Bm Burrows, "Sharpen your E~ on Choral Competition" /1usic 
Educ8torsJour!J81 (Apri11981), p. 46. ' 
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soft tone and gradually add more tone. Ind1v1dual bad qual1t1es, such as a 
harsh tone, wlll stand out. Slngers, who have these problems, should be 
caut10ned to l1sten carefully to those around them and adjust the1r pro
duct10n to blend w1th the more round and full voices of their ne1ghbours. 

Care should be taken that the heavy, dark voices do not dominate the l1ght, 
lyr1c vo1ces durlng crescendos 1n the mus1c, whl1e the l1ght v01ces should 
not sing d1mlnuendos too softly. The high treble and tenor parts are very 
prominent, mainly because of their qual1ty. If the melody l1es with one of 
the low volce groups, the intenslty level of the accompanylng voices should 
be brought down. Solo volces tend to dom1nate and they should be 
surrounded by l1ght voices in order for them to try to match the dynamic 
level of the surround1ng voices. Heav1er v01ces should be placed at the 
back for the following reasons1: 

(a) They wlll11sten more carefully 1n order to keep themselves 1n balance 
w1th the group. 

(b) They w1ll be absorbed by the volces of the singers 1n front of them, 
thus resulting in a more equal1zed vocal output. 

"Travellers" can be used very successfully to balance volce parts and to 
colour certa1n des1rable effects. "Travellers" are selected members who 
can shlft to another volce part when necessary. For example, certaln tenors 
may sing with the altos to obtain greater depth, or some altos may sing the 
soprano part for added richness2. 

A uniform vowel sound is an essential factor in achieving a homogeneous 
choir tone. Each vowel sound is characterized by harmonics of a particular 
frequency and intensity, peculiar to that vowel. However, the form of an 
lnd1vldual's mouth and throat' determ1nes the exact nature of the vowel 
sound produced. Consequently, 1n any cholr, vowels are pronounced 
somewhat dlfferently by each slnger. In add1tlon to physiologlcal dif
ferences, the interpretation of vowel sounds depends upon an indivldual's 

1 Walter Ehret. The Choral CtYJt1.K:trr:S- /ftJntIJtXIk • (New YorK: Eaward B. MarKs Music 
Corporation. 1959). pp.34-35. 

2Ibtd .• p.35. 
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cultural background. In countries with strong regional and class accents, 
or countries with a large immigrant population, or countries with diverse 
ethnic group1ngs, there can be pronounced d1fferences 1n vowel product1on 
between individual choral members. Variations in vowel sound create 
acoustical disturbances which can detrimentally influence the overall 
tone. This is because the prominent overtones differ in frequency and the 
consequent interference d1sturbs the tonal blend. The conductor should 
form a clear mental picture of the placing and sound of the different 
vowels. He should also be able to demonstrate the difference between the 
desired and undesired tones to the singers. 

Correct and meticulous care of pronunciation helps to further the reaJ1za
tion of the desired group-tone. Single words should be analyzed to make 
the choir members aware of all the elements involved. To achieve com
plete synChronIzation, a certa1n note value can be gIven to every element 
within a particular word1, for example: 

IJ Jl \J J J J \ 
"springing" becomes "spr-ng-i-ng" 

The unanimity of diction is as important as unanimity of pitch. There is no 
more val1d reason for accePt1ng several dIfferent vowels or vowel 
modifications than there is for accepting sl1ghtly different pitches from 
the group. 

1 Philip MclfK:hlan, KI8SOIJtiJrriginl1usiek, (GcroNocd Nasou Beperlc, 1978), p.131. 



Chaoter 8 

Style and Interpretation in Singing 

Style 1s the character of a per10d or a school and may embrace all the 
songs of a single composer. while interpretation only applies to one song 
at a time and is the disclosure of an individuality'. 

Styllst1c fla1r, wh1ch d1fferent1ates one ch01r from another, 1mpl1es a 
certain consistency between the group's manner of performance and the 
intentions of the composer as a representative of his historical style
period. In order to discover the true style of a work, the published score 
as we11 as an or1g1nal ed1t1on should be stud1ed. L1sten1ng to record1ngs of 
other choirs performing the work may also be of help. An historical 
knowledge of the social and cultural structure of the world in which the 
composer l1ved and worked is important if an accurate stylistic repre
sentat10n 1s to be ach1eved2. For example: 

(a) Folk songs of all countries, from those of the dancing knights and 
noblewomen of medieval courts to the popular guitar-accompanied 
"folk-s1nging" of today, should be sung 1n a seemingly non-profes
slonal manner, never sloppy, but just freely and causally. The lm
pression should be given of the layman singing for fun and love. 

1There are also various styles of technioue which ImpHes the physical appHcation of the 
voice to the expression of the meaning of the song. There are, roughly speaking, three styles: 

(a) Bel canto, in which beauty of sound and pure singing are the first conslreratlon, and words 
are only the medium for conveying them in their most intelligible and sympathetic form to 
the audience. Every song may be assumed to require bel canto technique unless it 
specificelly demands one of the other styles. 

(b) Declamation, in which dramatic expression Is of paramount importance, Md the voice Md 
its colours are used as the most dramatic means for that expression. Declamatory Singing 
should always be be6utlful, although strength, rhythm, inciseveness ond dramatic 
111ustration should be the singer's main concern. 

(c) Diction, 1n which the words come first, and the music is only the medium of expressing 
them most effectively. The songs belonging to this style are generally quick in tempo, and 
00 not convey any deep emotion, except in an ecstatic form. They are, as a rule, happy, 
humorous or lively. 

4John Morgan and B111 Burrows, "Sharpen your Edge on Choral Competition" l1uslc 
Educ8tors Journal (April 1981), p.46. ' 
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(b) Any chorale-like Bach songs should be sung with simplicity because 
they were never meant to be "performed- in front of an audience. 

(c) The bergerettes of eighteenth-century France must be done with an 
almost vjsua I image of the pre-revo lut jonary ' French aristocrats, all 
dressed up as shepherds and shepherdesses. One should try to un
derstand theIr artlflclaltty and sttltedness, whtle st1lt able to evoke 
the freshness and charm of the rococo pastorales. 

(d) Schubert's regular parties of friends were the true forum for his 
songs. They were not created with concert halls In mind. 

Choral directors are currently keen to include avant-garde choral compo
sitions 1n their programmes. These compositions may include techniques 
such as 1mprov1sat10n, chance occurrences, 1ndeterminacy or aleatorjc 
events. An experimental rehearsal of avant-garde choral works conducted 

1 

by James May in 1974, during which 1,500 sjngers from central and 
western Pennsylvania, U.S.A, took part, evoked very positive and even 
enthus1astic reaction. Comments were made such as, "a freedom never 
before experienced in singing". The new challenges and demands made on 
the Singers who participated were also met with approval. Many students 
were positively intrigued and attracted by the style. In order to help the 
choIr overcome theIr reluctance and uncertaInty about "dOIng It rIght", the 
following exercises were suggested: 

(a) Choose a well-known song and request each singer to follow his own 
tempo. The final note is held until everybody completes the song. 

(b) Repeat the song, but this time each singer creates his own rhythmic 
patterns while retaining the original melody. 

(c) Have the group retain the rhythmic pattern of the selected song, but 
ask them to create a new melodyl. 

Style Is always surrounded by "pitfalls" and 'enemies", of which the 
most deadly are: cheap effect, over-elaboration of detail, and self-con
sciousness. Pauses are often made for cheap effect, while they may in 

1 James D. May. "lrQpeOOmce and Creativity in the Choir". l1usic Educ8tOrsJourna/ (March 
1976). pp.55-57. 
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fact be the result of undeveloped breath contro1. The correct use of the 
pause should enhance dramatic effect, arrest the attention of the audience 
and stimulate magnetlsm 1. 

The rhythm of a song must be sound. The singers must "push" on note by 
note, word by word, phrase by phrase, untt1 the very end. Whenever a long 
phrase happens to have no pause for a breath, the time-value must be taken 
from the note that has just been left, not the note that is approached. The 
breath must be taken in a fraction of a second, and the one note must be 
left and the other attacked without altering the texture or the straight 
l1ne of the phrase2. Rests are not pauses, for the song marches on whl1e 
the singer sings mentally through them. On the other hand, pauses on rests 
are meant for a definite purpose: to enhance silence. Long phrasing is the 
essence of good singing. It is also a matter of courage and will-power. It 
does not require abnormal breath, because in many cases abnormal 
inhalation is a positive hindrance to phrasing resulting from the extra 
muscular exertion required to control exhalation. Rubato is another word 
for elasticity of phrasing and its strength lies not in the taking away but 
1n the giving back. The three great weapons of style are thus: elasticity of 
phrasing, prolongation of note-values, and the ad libitum handling of .the 
rest or pause. 

Self-consciousness is the great enemy of art. The true artist does not 
think of the audience's reactions to himself, but forgets himself in the act 
of concentrating upon the vocal and artistic demands made by the 
composer. The quality that reaches and endears a performer most strongly 
to his public is sincerity3. The audience will sense immediately when the 
artist possesses the virtue of humility, and whether he feels himself only 
as the vehicle for the expression of the composer's ideas4. 

The word "interpret" means, "explain", or "bring out the meaning 0(". Thus. 
if the words of a song are regarded as a poem, the Singer explains to his 

4
'Harry P. Greene, Interpretotlon In Song , (Lonoon: MacMt11an and Company Ltd., 1966), 

p .. 

2lbfd., p.62. 

3Adelheld Armhold, Singing, (cape Town: Tafelberg-Uftgewers, 1963), p.61. 

4Judith Litante, A NaturalApprta:h 10 Singing (Lonoon: Oxford Unfversity Press 1962) 
p.90. ' , , 
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audience the contents of the poem by way of his singing. True in
terpretation comes from within. Only when the singer fu11y comprehends 
the contents of the poem Is he able to te11 the story In such a way that the 
audience Is compelled to listen. 

Interpretation, therefore, is the act which breathes Hfe into the compos
er's wort<. All composers expect from the performer to add something of 
his own personaHty to the music. However, the performer's integrity and 
artistic conscience should restrain him from augmenting or distorting the 
composer's original intentions. The singer must be able to strike and 
maintain a balance between well-proJected tone and weJ1-artlculated 
words. Only then can he strive to capture the musical mood of the song. in 
addition to details such as gradation of tone, rhythmical patterns and 
variation of tempo. Interpretation Is the highest branch of the singer's ~rt. 
It Is the end to which he has worked and upon reaching It. he begins to live 
and enjoy his singing1, 

1 Harry P. Greene, Inierpretation in Song , (lonoon: M~Mman and Company ltd, 1966), 
p.4. 



PART TWO 

Chapter 9 

The Use of Daily Exercises for Choral Voice Building 

9. 1 Breathing 

Bad methods of breathing cause many vocal "ills", such as tremolo, 

noisy breathing, etc. Ordinary everyday breathing does not fully 

inflat e the lungs. Correct inhalation and exhalation can only be 
attained by constant, steady, and patient practice. Avoid practising 
in a stuffy room and take care not to wear garments that are too tight 

around the waist as they interfere with rib expansion. 'Make sure that 
the body posture Is correct, and don't practise too soon after meals as 
the diaphragm can not act properly when the stomach is enlarged with 
food. SpasmodiC, intermittent practising is of no use whatever. Per

severance over a long period is the only way to ensure success. The 

majority of choral singers have poor chest expansion at the front and 
sides of the waist. The following exercises are recommended: 

(a) Lie flat on the back with the head sl ightly raised. Place one 
hand on the front of the body at the waist-line and the other. at 
the side. Breathe naturaJly in and out quietly through the nose. 

Observe the simultaneous expansion at the two places. Practise 
for a few minutes untll the sensation of using the mechanism in 
this way is thoroughly grasped. 

(b) Stand against a wall with heels, shoulder blades and the back of 
the head touching it. Try to obtain the same result as before. Do 
not take too much breath at first. Practise until certain of the 
ability to control the mechanism of inhalation. 

(c) Shut the mouth with the lips lightly touching, and inhale through 

the nose and mouth slowly, silently and steadily. Place the 

hands lightly ben~ath the lower ribs, and feel the waJls of the 

chest and the abdomen expand. Exhale suddenly and completely. 
through the mouth. 
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(d) Inhale as 1n exercise (c). Hold the breath for one second. 
Without letting the inhaled air escape, try to re-inhale a second 
t1me. Exhale 1mmed1ately. In1t1ally. this exercise wl11 seem 
difficult, but should eventually greatly increase the air
containing capacities of the lungs. 

(e) Pract1se 1nhallng Quickly by graduaHy work1ng at the speed untl1 
a Quick, 11ght, sl1ent breath can be taken. This exercise must not 
be done with a jerk or a gasp, and the shoulders must remain 
very stl11. 

(f) Inhale slowly, then purse the ltps as though about to whistle and 
let the breath escape slowly, steadl1y and noiselessly. Counter
act the tendency to co 11 apse during exhalation by holding the 
lower part ot the chest and the abdomen well pushed out. Exhale 
with a steady, unforced, Inward and upward pressure of the 
lower part of the abdomen. The upper part of the chest must 
never be allowed to cave in, even when the ribs return very 
slowly to their normal position. 

(g) Repeat the previous exercise, exhaling through an open mouth as 
in singing. The breath must escape noiselessly, without 
wavering. 

(h) Inhale quickly, hold the breath for two seconds, and exhale very 
graduaHy whlle supporting the lower ribs and the abdomen from 
collapSing even more strongly than before. 

(0 As soon as all the foregoing exercises can be performed suc
cessfully, the singer may try exhaJ1ng whtJe vocal1zing on 
different vowels. Always sing messa voce, In the middle range 
of the voice. The notes must be steady, with no apparent 
quivering or breath trembling present. 

(j) Practise as 1n the previous exercise. but gently swe11 and then 
diminish the tone. This exercise wi 11 also serve as an introduc
tion to the valuable messa dl voce. 
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9.2 The Tongue 

Because the tongue 1s such a compl1cated structure, 1t has often been 
termed the "unruly" member of the human body. The secret lies in de- . 
veloping the ability to move the tongue (rapidly or slowly) at will, 
while keeping the jaw perfectly relaxed and motionless. 

The follow1ng exercises should be pract1sed in front of a mirror at 
least three times per day. Make sure that the lower jaw remains mo
tionless and does not protrude, and that the muscles of the throat do 
not become stiff. 

(a) Open the mouth wide. Push the tongue out as far as possible and 
draw it back quickly. Repeat six times without stopping. 

(b) Open the mouth wide. Protrude the tongue as far as possible and 
move it to and fro, so that it touches both corners of the mouth. 
Repeat six times without stopping. 

(c) Curl the tongue upwards and backwards as far as possible, so 
that the tip touches the soft palate. Hold it there for two 
seconds then return it quickly to its normal position~ Repeat 
th1s s1x t1mes w1thout stopp1ng. 

The following exercises should induce a suppleness of the soft palate 
and tongue: 

(a) Drop the jaw loosely, with the tip of the tongue touching the 
inner side of the lower front teeth. Inhale a short breath 
through the nose and exhale through the mouth, whispering 
alternately w1thout v01ce the syllable "haa" and "ngah". The soft 
palate and back of the tongue will meet and separate. 

(b) Say "yah - yah - yah ... " in unison with a relaxed jaw. 
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(c) Aim for total freedom of the throat muscles and the root of the 
tongue while singing as fol1ows 1,2; 

Oi) . 

~i J J \ J J I j - I 
tl,9-------

(b) Sl1de up and down on a "r", ro11ed with the tip of the tongue. 
Firm breath support makes this .exercise possible3. 

tVt QpPJ1) ~ I 
t"r ______ _ 

9.3 Relaxation of the Body 

Good slng1ng has the appearance of be1ng effortless. Unfortunately, 
singing does not become easy by accident. It takes analysis, thought 
and effort. It also takes hard work, intelligently directed. 

1 Exercises (1): Adelheid Armhold, Singing, (Cape Town: Tofelberg-Ultgewers, 1963), p. 71. 

2Exerc1se (11): Wl1helm Ehmann and Frauke Haasemann, Yolee Building for Choirs, (lonoon: 
Barenreiter Verlag, 1982), p.30. 

3lbid. 
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A correct emission of the voice is always accompanied by freedom of 
the face and body. The eyes, especiaHy, reveal a lot as a good tone 
wi11 always be accompanied by a soft and relaxed express10n in the 

eyes. 

(a) Devote at least ten to fifteen minutes daily lying on the back in 
a completely horizontal position. Try to empty the mind of a11 
thoughts, then slowly will a feeling of relaxation over every 

part of the body until it reaches a point of complete slackness. 

The gradual releasing of tensions should bring about a sensation 

of extreme rellef. 

(b) Stand erect, drop the head forward, then ro11 the head in slow 
-circles while keeping as relaxed as possible. 

(c) Move the shoulders up and down in slow circling movements. 

(d) The following exercises are recommended for loosening the jaw: 

(0 Whisper without voice the sy11ables: "Fah", "Thaw", "Mah" 

and "Wah". Raise the jaw while pronouncing the consonants 

and drop it loosely downwards for the vowel. 

(ij) Simply drop the jaw as if one is falling asleep. 

(e) Physical activities should be encouraged because they produce 

the flexibility and relaxation needed for singing. Suggested 
forms of exercise are: swimming, jogging, baH games and 
stretching exercises. Through these forms of exercise and re
laxation, body awareness is heightened, preparing the way for 
body-mind co-ordination. 



Chapter 10 

VoIce BuIldIng 

10.1 Voice Warm1n9 Exercises 

The slnger, l1ke an athlete, has to go through a "warmlng-up" process 
pr10r to putt1ng forth h1s best efforts. The muscles should be gradu
ally l1mbered up 1nto a state of readiness and full eff1c1ency for what 
l1es ahead. It 1s the author's experience that "warming-up" should 
form an 1ntegral part of any rehearsal. It 1s recommended strongly 
that choral conductors should lead hts chotr members through the 
follow1ng "warm1ng-up" sequence: 

(a) Stand uP. assumlng a good posture. Make sure that the head, 
neck, shoulders, arms, throat and jaw 1s relaxed. 

(b) Inhale and exhale several t1mes, untll the breathing mechanism 
comes under consclous control. 

(c) Gradually ascend and descend 1n sem1tones whl1e s1ng1ng the 
follow1ng exerctses1,2,3. Choose a tempo wh1ch 1s comfortable 
for the cholr. 

0) 
n 

"f" , 

"' 11t'_ (J e'fL. 
II C) U~ '-' til '-' 

I 

'- m 0( 

1 Exercises (I) to (v): Ph111p Mcl~hlan, K/8S0ndJrrlg In l1uslek, «b:xjwooj: Nasou Beperk, 
1978), pp.127-128. 

2Exerc1ses (vI) to (v11l): Vfktor Fuchs, The Art of Singing ond Jlolco Technique, (lontiln: 
Calder and Soyars, Ltd., 1963; reprint ed. 1967), p. 117. 

6
32Exerc1se (lx): James lawson, full Thr08ttKI Ease, (New York: Mms Music, Inc., 1955), 

p. . 
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MJW ~ 3j I~J I~ 'tnlJ I 
/ whet whq whQ muu IW\UU "'~'" /VIUU 

. 
t1U )~k ........... 

AlII. , 
'''' .a "'. .. ~ ~ ~ 1\. --" -.II II~ !'" 

• ['\ 1\ '" ...10. i II ~ .- • • ...... l'" • ... , I ~ I .. ... v -' - I - • • ~ ... i ~ ; 

'-
... - ~ .. ,- ,-

I (1 Oft -e.. 0-1> -e 0-011 -e o-on -e 0 e 

hClW- Ottw ha-' halAl __ ~ ______ hAW 
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( vi) 

' v" ...1l-,~¥'---1 --:J J~ltt:--:)---~ r:=\ J::::::n, ~== 
10 oh I a ah ah ah ah . 

(vii) t:'\ 

, §ilJ J\r nnnl-e-I 
ah __________ ----------

. (viii) 

~iJJllf tr UiJ1iJn;11 
- ah ________________________ _ 

(i )l) 
\. 

" , ., - - ( i"'o.. 

"'~ ..I ~ • I .... 
'v . -. • I 
U * I • I • ...J , 

~7 ' ... 
#- -&. \....,1 ah----__________________ __ 

10.2 Resonance 

Good resonance 1s the key to good tone. In order to develop th1s tech
n1Que, a cho1r should devote about f1ve m1nutes of each pract1ce 
session to strengthen resonance. Begin all resonance exercises by 
singing piano and aim to develop a feeling of emergence of sound from 
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within the body. The facial muscles must be very relaxed. Useful ex
ercises to encourage good resonance are the following: 

(a) Relax the jaw and rest the lips gently on each other as if they 

were thick. AJJow as much room in the mouth as possible by 
parting the teeth slightly. To encourage forward placement of 
the sound. shape the mouth sl1ghtly In a rtshmouth form. Place 
the hands in front of the mouth and hum into them. Glide from 

the vowel sound to a sustained consonant: 

Advance to fixed pitches. for exampJe': 

~ 
-, I - I -lUI"'\. ~ ,..,l I 

I..lb .... CJ -..I i ~ 

I~ 
...." 0 -€f 

\.. h"' ______ _ 

(b) Resonance exercises are very successful when applied to a 

chord. The chords should be transposed by conjunct Interval 
steps2. 

~ 

C) _LJ . 
.... \.1 - - ,... 
J ;:;.. ~ x 

5 ~ ~ 
\. , 

1 WHhe1m Ehmann and Frauke Haasemann, Yoice Building for Choirs. (Lonoon· B8renreiter 
Ver1ag, 1982), p.33. . ' . 

2lbid., p. 34. 
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(c) Sing the following exercises whl1e gradually ascending and de

scending in semftones1,2; 

n -r ..., 
'" 

-", "- ..., 1 

" ,. ... "'\ " l'\ -., 

.... .. - ..l J. " . \ I T" .. ~ . t. -J din- dOl\- (. din--r clon-r 

Q 1':\ 
-r 

...,.- --
'" I. 

t"" r-y. I I 

JIoI-
..., n """ J I 

..., a .e-

m ______________________ ~ __ 

~---------------------------

(iv) 
? 

I I , II. .. - - ~ . 
- r\. ... • • (~ r'!'" '!" ,.. ':" . 
I~ 'J I , 

MU- w.~ inti), ",ch inDO ~u ~~ IIWI~I IY\eh MOO 

\... 

1 Exercises (0, (vi) and (v11): Ibid., p.34. 

2Exercises ( 11) to (v): Norris Croker, IItint:IJ«Jk ftr SIIIfP"s, (lonOOn: Augener, ltd., n.d.), 
pp. 29, 116- 117. 
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m m - ee.. I mm - a.e 
I tVltrl- oh h')M-Ot\, 

tv'\tt\ - 00, tn"., - 00 

(vi) 

M)'YI - ee 
I 

MII1 - Clh 
I 

min - ee. 
mtn- oh 

M "'1 - 00 IVI~ - 00 
I 

,J d Ii i I J J \ j. J! 
, h\4M- ty\Q ~I - a ty\ClWl- Mq ttll - CI 

, MlA(h rnott. tno -"~ much More. mo - h~ 

(~i) 

~ iJJ3 J *)1 J -I~:t!i> 
",i-,,- Mf-NI '"' -1'Iq 

10.3 Clear Artjculatjon 

The correct applicatton of words ' to notes requires a lot of patient 
care. Vowels open the throat, consonants close it. So we have to 
learn to art1culate consonants 1n such a way as not to impede the 
flow of the sound, as a beautiful tone is the foundation of good 
singing. That is why the Italian language, with its pure vowels and 
llghtly articulated consonants, serves the purpose of freeing the 
throat and developing flexibility of the tongue and lips admirably. 

Pract ise initially on the vowel syllables only, until they blend per
fectly without cessation of sound. When maximum freedom of the 
throat has been attained during the chang1ng vowel process, the con-
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sonants can be added. They must be sung as fast, llght, and distinct 
as possible, helped by the llps and tongue, while the jaw drops 
loosely. They should be l1ke theclothes-plns that secure the sheets 
of vowel sounds on the llne,yet separate one from the other1: 

t=t~l ~ 1: 1 T 1.=I=J 
Exercises on articulation and pronunciation of vowels. 

(a) Inhale, drop the jaw, and let the tongue assume the position for 
"ah". Wh1sper on one cont1nuous outflow1ng breath the syllables 
"ah-ee ya-ee-ya". Make sure to glide from one vowel into the 
other. The tip of the tongue should remain in contact with the 
lower front teeth, and the back part of the tongue in a low posi
t10n. The act10n of the tongue must be loose and supple. 

(b) In the same way, whisper the vowel "ah" 1n conjunction with 
each of the following vowels2: 

Brig"! vowels: 

Dark vowels: 

ee as 1n him -
e as in men -
ai as in main -
a as 1n man-

ah ee ya ee ya 
ah e ya e y 
ah ai ya ai ya 
ah a ah ah ah 

e as in her - ah e ah e ah 
uh as in up - ah uh ah uh ah 

o as in on - ah 0 ah 0 ah 
aw as in saw - ah aw ah aw ah 
o as in go - ah oh ah oh ah 
00 as 1n boo- ah 00 ah 00 ah 
00 as in soon - ah 00 ah 00 ah 

lJames Lawson, Full Thr08tedE8S8, (New York: MHls Music, Inc., 1955), p.43. 

2George DmIs, Yoice P/tJeing 8I1d Training Exercises, (LonOOn: Oxford University Press, 
1927), p. 34. 
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As soon as these vowels can be whispered correctly and with fa
cility, they should be sung on notes lying in the middle part of 
the voice. The Jaw should hang loosely to avoid stiffness. 

(c) Whisper the following consonants, combined with vowelS, very 
clearly and crisply': 

Lah lay lee 10 100 
Dah day dee doh doo 
May may mee mo moo 
Yah vay vee vo voo 
Quiet quaint quest quit quote 
Rah ray ree ro roo 
Nah nay nee no noo 
Bah bay bee bo boo 
Thah they thee tho thoo 
Cries craze freeze throws bruise 

(d) Double consonants can be practised by using the following list of 
words2: 

Up past 
If felt 
His zeal 
Good day 
Each chap 
Will Live 
Dumb brute 
I've vowed 
With thee 
Take care 
Large jar 
In next 
Some more 
Eyes smile 
Don't tell 

'lbid., p. 34. 

2lbid., p. 35. 



Big game 
Push sharp 
Purest star 
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(e) Practise the following for clear enunciation 1: 

In next 
A nymph 
Attend 
Offend 
Askew 
A n1ce house 
The cuckoo sings 

In ecstasy 
An imp 
At end 
Off end 
Ask you 
An lce house 
The cook who sings 

(f) Say the following tongue-twlsters as Qu1ckly as poss1ble2: 

"She sells sea-shells on the sea-shore. The shells she sells on 
the sea-shore are sea-shells, I'm sure." 

"Aroond the rough and rugged road the ragged rascal ran their 
rura 1 races." 

"Never knit knowingly knotted knubs of kn1tted noth1ng." 

"If Peter P1per p1cked a peck of pickled peppers, how many 
peppers did Peter Piper p1ck?" 

"The bleak breeze bl1ghtens the br1ght blossoms." 

"Flesh of freshly fried flying fish." 

llbld, p. 35. 

2M31he1dArmhold. Singing. (cape Town: TafeJberg-U1tgewers. 1963). p. 76. 
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(g) Sing the following suitable vocal exercises while ascending and 
descending in semitones l ,2,3: 

IIx 
,'I I. I I ~ 

I~ ~ 

I' I .... • . r 
L"- .... - - - -

ah ee. ~Q e.e jQ 
\. - . 

c. • 

'Exerc1ses (i) to (Hi): Ivor Warren, The EX8I1IilJ8tiun CtJndid8te's HandlJaJk on Singing, 
( Lonoon: A Hammond Be Co. , n.d.) I pp. 17- 18. 

2Exerc1se (1v): Adelhe1dArmhold, Singing, (cape Town: Tafelberg-Uitgewers, 1963), p. 75. 

3Exerclses (v) to (vlO: George DOO:fs, Yulee PllJClng BIId Training Exercises, (LonOOn: Oxford 
University Press, 1927), p. 34. 
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. 
(I~) 

. I; t ~ c }' ;S J t 11 jh .rs t 1 g II 
;uth raj tnte no voo \a.h k"-j ~u .fho doC 

lv) 

~ t C If JI i )' ; J' I 
do.w daw_---
.flee .flee-----
~r~ qYU ____ _ 
Dra, ""'ret ____ _ 
.frQ frtt __ ....---__ 

• 
l~l) 

,c. J J J J IJ r J J I A J L, I 
. Itt liJ Itt It:lf~ 'ectYh Icunp (4'jt. 10f (a.Wh loot /OOtvl 

~i9 

'C J rio I J J I CO II 
. /u.te- lal:-e. {ine, loui [Oih [0 he 
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(viii) 

10.4 Legato Singing and Slurring 

Legato singing implies that there no cessation of tone between a note 
and its successor. In this way, the whole phrase is bound together 
(unless specially marked to the contrary) in one continual stream of 

tone. In this method of singing, the singer has the opportunity to 

dtsplay good phrasing. and fill the music with a volume of beauttful 
sound. 

To slur is to carry. the voice, either quickly of slowly, from one note 
to another. - It 1s an ornament that · should only be occasionally 
employed for special effects, as its frequent use leads to a sickly 
sentimentality or even scooping. The intervening notes are only heard 

indistinctly and should not sound as if the voice sings a scale, but 
rather be compared to a violinist slid1ng his finger up or down the 
string. The general rules regarding slurring are: 

(a) The slur must occur in the time of the note slurred from, not of 
that slurred to. 

(b) When ascending, a slur is usually done with a slight crescendo; 
when descending, with a slight dj~inuendo. 

(c) The slur should never be used several times in succession or 
between two notes of short duration. 

(d) The slur should be very seldom used when the interval Is small. 
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In order to acquire the correct management of the slur, Interval 
singing should be practised without any slur, but sHghtlyantlclpatlng 
the second note 1: 

1 
II ... • . . - II 'I"" '" -~ I • II -"-~ 

d ...I' ~/ .t V ~ JL 
v I' 

\.J ah ah . . 

As soon as this can be done correctly, practice the slur ascending and 
descending from one note to the next. Start slowly, and gradually In
crease the speed of the slur. Always slightly antiCipate the note 
slurred to, as In the above example. In order to do this properly, a 
diminuendo should be made on the first note, the slur Itself should be 
~ung very softly, with a crescendo starting as soon as the second note 
Is reached2: 

- --
~ ==-

..... 
" ./ • • - ':" .... , -IU , I I I II. 

I, 1J .. ~. ./ ~ . , 
"J " ft. v L >11 I' 4 ·ah __ _ a~ ___ _ 

A slur becomes a serious fault when It Is constantly used. Try to 
correct this by practising legato singing. The main differences 
between slurring and legato singing Is: 

(a) The Intervening notes In a slur are heard whtle legato Is a very 
rap1d slur where no 1nterven1ng notes are heard. 

(b) The time of the note slurred from Is robbed of some of Its value 
while in legato singing no time Is taken from any note. 

llb1d.. p. 90. 

2Ibld., p. 90. 
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In order to acquire legato. practising should be as for the slur. but 
without anticipating the second note. The fo11owing exercise1 should 
be sung as smoothly as possible: 

o 0 OJo o 9 

10.5 Flexibllity and Agllity 

These two terms are often confused as having the same meaning. 
They actually imply two very different accomplishments. 

Flexibility means the ability to graduate the power of tone from pp to 
ft. as well as 11lustrate and he1ghten the atmosphere of the song by 
adding the proper tone colour. Agility means the abllity of the voice 
to move easily and rapidly from one note to another, whatever the 
interval or speed may be. An agile voice is a freely produced one, 
with complete absence of strain and tenSion: The difference between 
the two is that flexibll1ty is mainly a matter of aesthetic taste. 
while agility is a mechanical process. 

lJudith Utante. A Naturo/ ApprOtK:lJ to SingliJg, (LonOOn: Oxford University Press, 1962), 
p. 44. 
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The following exercises t ,2,3,4 are al1 very useful for improving agili

ty. Generally, these exercises are also of considerable help in ex
tendIng the range of the voIce. As the pItch rIses the lower jaw 
should be total1y relaxed, and should drop sufficiently to allow for 
the appropriate mouth opening. A rapid increase in power towards the 
higher notes should be avoided. 

Oi) 

Jffi tffl Jffi n 1j 'Wt1f11 rm rm %1) 
ah __ --______________________________ _ 

. ... ~ . . 1" '- . . ... - -- - ,. " • . ' • . 

1 Exerc1ses (1) and (11): Ivor Warren, The EX8ITllfl8tlon C8nd1dBte's H8ndIJtxJk on SIngIng, 
(LOfl(bn: A. Hammond & Co., n.d.), pp. 18- 19. 

2Exerclses (111) to (v): AOOlheld Armhold, Singing, (Gape Town: Tafelberg-Uttgewers, 
1963), p. 7 J. 

3Exercise (vi): Judith litante, A Notural ApprOlCh to SInging, (lonoon: OXford University 
Press, 1962), P. 47. 

4Exerctse ( vif): Mathi Ide Marchest, Ya781 ttethat, (LorKbl: Enoch & Sons, n.d.), p. 34. 
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. 'He fi tI B 1))] :115 I . !¥ + ' ~ 
ah ____ _ 

(v) /. fDtt:-e 

(Vi) . 

~fn WI" t ttl a; 1ffi I J I 
00 ah aha!' ah ah 00 
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(vii) 
(J __ ~ ~-

... /a" , • ~ -=- ~._ r T 
- I I 

.. I 1 I T ::.c I I • .J 
1'\ I. -=t-"I I T I I I I. ~ ... , 

N..IJ ~ I I' , , ... .. .. .. 

1 -..& , # T ..r -~ 1 .. r I :.L iiI I r I I , , I I I. • :re . .- I.L....I L J t. ~-'-.J--' _ _ --I....JL_...I=L-I= __ -----L.L..I-+I~-+--I~~-J--L--

~ -"-----------------------------------------(J ~ -=- ~ __ /i" ---... ~ _ 

1"'\ , .., I r , .J.:' 'J" J I I' ",6. I I .J.... r , I... -.l 

rT _T ...... ~, -,.. .::sT ~ /'i"\ .s 
.J • I , I _ T r-... I r -r I 

--- L..~ ......, - , . .,.. J------------------------------______ __ 
I.J I I - " - -_, ".. I , .. i _I 

Messa dl Voce Is a gradual crescendo from the softest to loudest 
tone, foHowed by a gradual dlm1nuendo back to the power of 1n1t1al 
tone. It requIres absolute calm and relaxatIon. Vlsual1ze a fIrm, open 
HahN at the back of the throat and sing the swell by mental1y willing 
the tone to swen and fade. The upper part of the chest must be held 
out fIrmly and the control of the abdomInal muscles must be even 
more strenuously exerted than In ordinary Singing. The control of the 
breath Is the secret of success In this ornament. 

The fonowlng exercfses' are recommended for develoPing "messa df 
voce": 

'Ivor Warren, TlJeExMJllJ8tlonCandldJte's H8tJdlJtd onSlnplng, (lonciln: A. Hammond & Co •• 
n.d). p. 19. 
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(a) Attack firmly and gradually diminish the tone by decreasing the 
breath pressure. Try to maintain the same quality of tone to the 

end. 

(. .f 
I) = pp 

~o 
~h ______________ __ 

(b) Attack softly, gradua11y swe11 out and decrease the tone gradu
a11yagain. 

(',',) ~p -f 
Cb:1.d: ::;:::====: -=_-==:::::=u.ll 

~ : __ 1 0 __ 1_0 

10.6 Covering and Colouring Tone 

Covering and colouring often get confused because opinions amongst 
performers and teachers vary greatly. Cover1ng and coJour1ng are 
both ways of refining tone. 
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Covering is a technical device which helps to give greater intensity 

and beauty to the transitional notes, which are: 

in sopranos and tenors, and 

I n bart tones and basses. 

Physiologically, covering is a quality that a singer gets when his 
larynx rests In a low position. This position creates another whole 
resonance tract t~at gives the vowel the typical "dark" or covered 
tone. During an ascending scale, a singer must modify the vowel im
perceptibly or the vocal line will be distorted. This sl1ght vowel al
teration Is known as covering the tone. 

One could say that each voice has its own individual colouring. For 
example, there are various voices with a definite silvery quality. 
This 1nd1vldual colour1ng In an Interpretative sense, Is an effect 
produced by means of the emotions of the singer. This emotion must 
never be of such a nature as to destroy the singing. Like an actor, the 
singer should feel and participate, but there must be a degree of 
controlled detachment. There are also two purely technical means of 
colouring the voice. Firstly, the "singer's smile" may be used to 
brighten the tone. Secondly, the Singer may dellberately increase the 
extent of nasal resonance which serves to enhance the "warmth" of 
the tone. 



Chapter 11 

VoIce TraInIng Deal1ng w1th Spec1flc TechnIcal Problems 

11.1 Forced Tone 

Undue tension w1l1 cause muscles to tremble. We can compare It w1th 
l1ft1ng we1ghts beyond our strength where our muscles tend to 
tremble after they are rel1eved of the we1ght. So 1s 1t w1th the vocal 
muscles as well, which will develop a tremolo from forcing. Pushing, 
shout1ng. cough1ng and scream1ng are all enem1es of the vocal cords. 
Sing1ng depends entirely on two tiny membranes. which once over
strained, l1ke two rubber bands, can never regain their former elas
ttc1ty. High notesespec1ally, need more muscular support. If the 
breath 1s not prepared 1n time, the note w1ll be sung w1th force. The 
following exercises are designed to cure the problem: 

(a) General relaxation exercises1• Calm, relaxed (but concentrated) 
pract1ce w1ll restore the abt11ty to susta1n vowels without 
quivering. 

(b) The cure for vocal nodules Is to stop talking and singing com
pletely. If the growth 1s very b1g, only an operat10n can help. 
The operation Is difficult and dangerous, as the sJ1ghtest Injury 
to one of the chords may permanently damage It. 

11.2 Frontal Tone 

The tone may be described as cold, colourless, monotonous and unim
pressive. It Is caused In two ways: 

(a) By tightening and stiffening the muscles of the throat, espe
cially when attacking high notes. 

(b) By proJect1ng the tone too far forward, so that It escapes before 
It Is ampJ1fled by the action of the resonance activities. 

1 Refer to exercises in part 2, p. 61. 
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When the muscles of the throat start to tighten and harden, sing the 
phrase again, and try to keep the muscles of the throat supple and re
laxed by exercising sheer will power. Humming the phrase should 
also help. Test the relaxation of the throat by turning the head 
slowly from left to right while singing the note or phrase on which 
the stiffening of the muscles occur. The Improvement in tone should 
be heard at once. 

11.3 Guttural or Throaty Tone 

This Is caused by the root of the tongue being stiffened or raised, and 
pushed backward simultaneously until it almost touches the pharynx. 
The breath then has to be violently forced past this obstacle resulting 
in great strain on the windpipe. The following exercises are designed 
to cure the problem: 

(a) Exercise will power to keep the root of the tongue relaxed and 
flat In the mouth whl1e sounding the vowel, or vowels, which 
cause a throaty tone. 

(b) Whl1e sounding the vowel Ee as 1n peep (the vowel on which a 
guttural sound Is the least Hkely to occurt try to keep the back 
of the tongue from rlslng1. 

(c) If the tongue 1s still obstinate, refer to part two, p. 59 for 
further exercises. 

1Walter Ehret, The Choral Conductor's fIlInt1bt1Jk, (New York: Edward B. Marks Musfc 
('qporatfon, 1959), p. 38. 
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1 1.4 Husky Tone 

Th1s 1s e1ther due t o: 

(a) a bad cold; in which case one should rest until the cold is over. 

(b) an over-stra1ned v01ce. Th1s 1s a freQuent problem and 1s a 
symptom of incorrect vocal production. The voice should be 
rested for a few weeks. The choral director should then impress 
upon the singer the correct techniques of voice projection as 
d1scussed 1n th1s part of the thes1s. 

11 .5 Inabllity to Slng Softly 

The baSic problem may be too much muscular pressure on the v01ce. 
Too much breath is taken too often, causlng the vocal mechanlsm to 
be ln a state of tension. The following exercises are designed to cure 
the problem: 

(a) The mind, not the throat, must propel the voice, especially in 
soft s1nging. A soft tone is an exact repllca of a loud one, but 
with less intensity of sound. It involves no change of mecha
nism. The position and colour must remain the same, whl1e the 
throat remains utterly passive. Experiment with a phrase 
spoken loudly, then softly, and try to reproduce the same natural 
responses when singing. There is an old Italian saying, "Seek for 
quaJ1ty. Quantity will come". 

(b) Sighing and yawning will relax the singer as well. Breath should 
be taken conservatively and care should be taken that the singing 
remains at a relaxed dynamic level. 

(c) Songs with echoes can be sung or the conductor can play or sing 
a phrase loudly and ask the choir to sing it back as an echo. 

11.6 Loss of Voice and Fatigue 

Hoarseness or total loss of the voice does not always imply a state of 
infection, but are often due to fatigue or severe emotional stress. 
The larynx reacts to stress just as many other parts of the body do. 
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Emotional problems tighten the vocal cords, and this may, in tum, 
cause the volume and pitch of the sound waves to change. Total loss 
of voice may even be the result of a perfectly normal larynx paralysed 
by acute anxiety. 

A sore throat is the most important alarm signal in the body, and the 
s1nger should be excused from all pract1ses or performances and sent 
home. A singer should also refrain from singing, talking and laughing 
too loudly when he is 111. When such risks are taken, the results can 
be very costly, or even devastat ing. The reason the Singer damages 
h1s vo1ce 1s that, 1n order to compensate for the effects of the sore 
throat, he begins to use incorrect vocal techniques. 

The vocal cords should be examined by a specialist to check that 
noth1ng 1s phys1cally wrong. The only real remedy 1s to rest the vo1ce 
for as long as the condition requires. 

11.7 Nasal Tone 

When the _soft palate and tongue drops too low, the exit of tone 
through the mouth is partially shut off. - Should the sound stay locked 
in the nose, worsened by a small mouth space, the tone is decidedly 
nasal. It must be po1nted out that nasal tone and nasal resonance are 
two totally different effects. The raising of the soft palate wi 11 not 
interfere with the proper use of the nasal cavities for resonance. 
Practise the following exercises in front of a mirror: 

(a) Open the mouth well and make sure that the root of the tongue is 
lying flat in the mouth. Draw in a deep breath through the nose, 
then half-way through, inhale forcibly through the mouth. While 
1nhal1ng through the nose the soft palate 1s low, but when the 
method of inhaHng is changed to a forcible inspiration through 
the mouth, the soft palate flies upwards. Sing the vowel tones 
on the notes wh1ch are nasal, taking great care that the soft 
palate never drops to a very low pos1tlon. 
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(b) Try to expand and contract the pharynx. Draw the uvula 
backwards and upwards. These feats may seem difficult 
1n1t1ally, but the control ga1ned w1ll be tnvaluable. The 
follow1ng exerc1se may help to alleviate the problem 1: 

? 5 Z. ~2. ~z-
" Z. 

1'0. \I . 1 ...... fJ, ' .... I • 
_ .. -' ~ rJ .... ,I l'" • ..... II H 

III i\1 r I ~ I I'!"'U I~. ~ . '" . "'!'" DO" U 
I\, LJ . O· w- I I '" a.. 

h'ee. ha ~ me.e. ~ -
"- hon . no .... MO" "'0. f\OI\ 

11.8 palatal Tone 

This problem occurs mainly tn the higher range of the voice, and is 
characterized by a throttled, nasal tone. It Is caused In two ways: 

(a) By curvtng the centre ot the tongue upwards, reSUlting tn the 
tone striking the soft palate Instead of the hard palate. 

(b) By the pharynx being Insufficiently expanded which robs the tone 
of Its proper vibration. 

The fo11owlng exercises are designed to cure the problem: 

(a) It wll1 be not1ced that In sounding the Ee vowel the tongue 
arches upwards Just behind the tip. Practise the tongue 
exercises2. 

(b) Hum the Intervals of an ascending scale. Open the mouth to 
sound the vowel-tone Ah, as 1n -lark-, as soon as the faulty tone 
Is reached. Do not breathe again and keep the pharynx expanded 
throughout the exercise. 

lDm1eJ. Smu, "SekondBre Kooronderr1g", (M. Mus. thesis, Conege or Music, University or 
Cape Town, 1983), p. 41. 

2Refer to exercises in part 2, p. 59. 

.. 
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11 .9 Poor Intonation 

The Single most Important cause of poor Intonation Is lack of 
discipllne amongst the choir members in following the rules 
regarding correct body posture and breathing methods1. 

The following are other reasons for poor Intonation. Appropriate 
suggestions to correct the problems are given: 

(a) Not enough extra effort is put into an ascending scale or inter

val, resulting in a flat tone. Likewise, the exaggerated 
relaxation which occurs when singing a descending interval also 
results in a flat tone. The cure seems to be to think of "large" 
intervals when the music ascends and exactly the oppOSite 
during descending passages. Roe2 suggests the foHowlng mental 
picture, "Approach ascending intervals like walking upstairs in 

total darkness, and descending intervals like walking downstairs 
in the dark". 

(b) When singers have to sing high notes on difficult vowels, voice 
straka and faulty intonation may result. Singers should be asked 

to open their mouths as wide and relaxed as possible. The 

result will be an altered vowel sound which Is Quite acceptable 
to the ear. 

(c) One or more of the voice groups may have to sustain a note for 
several measures. As soon as they run out of breath a flattening 
of the tone occurs. It may help to stagger the breathing of that 
particular voice group or to insert crescendos and diminuendos 
corresponding to the natural rise afl-d fall of the music. It may 
also help to mentally pitch the note repeatedly on each beat of 
the bar. The intensity level should always be kept up by feeling 
the "drive" and "follow through" while holding the long notes. 
Likewise, this "forward movemene must be kept in mind when 

1 Refer to breathing exercises in part 2, pp. 57-58. 

2paul f . Roe, Chtra/ tfusic Etb:alitn, (Englewmi Cliffs: Prentice-Hall Inc. 1970) 
p. 120. - . . . " , . 
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singing slow tempi. The tone must be kept supported, vibrant 
and alive throughout its duration. 

(d) Numerous repetitions of an ,a capella selection may tend to be
come progressively flatter. To snap the choir out of the "worn 
musical groove" and sharpen the concentration, the pitch should 
be raised by a semltone. If the tessltura of one or more of the 
voice groups centres around an uncomfortable area of the voice, 
the music may be transposed a semitone up or down, as required, 
to ease the strain. The conductor should take care not to group 
two numbers In the same key. or related keys. together in a pro
gramme, because tonal deafness may occur when no key relief is 
provided1. 

(e) S1ngers orten use stra1ned chest tones when s1ng1ng low notes. 
The head reg1ster should be mixed with the low chest tones 
which should result in an Improved Quality of sound. 

(f) Excessive tenSion and strain on the vocal cords result in a 
sharpening or the pitch. When. the strain is caused by a 
particular passage being too ' high, a modification of the vowel 
sounds may be helpful. Singers should real1ze that forcing the 
power. range and registers of their v01ce Is self-defeating. A 
conductor using tense arm muscles will also cause singers to 
strain and "push" their vocal chords. Instead, a "hushing up" 
gesture from the choir director can be of assistance. 

(9) Conductors can be the cause of bad intonation by their insecure 
cueing. For example, an insecure cue to the sopranos may result 
in their being inadequate prepared to take a sufficient breath to 
last through a long phrase. The conductor should memorize the 
music and practice the appropriate conducting movements for 
important cues in front of a mirror. 

(h) A lack of tact and sensitivity on the choral director's part can 
cause anXiety amongst the choir members. An anxious singer can 

1lm~n Holst, OJnducfingaChoir, (Lonoon: OXford Un1versity Press, 1973), p. 4. 
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not breathe properly, and a singer with inadequate breath control 
can not sing in tune 1. 

(0 Phys1cal and mental fatigue, part1cularly dur1ng examination 
periods and before a competition or big production, should be ex
pected. The conductor should follow a well organized and effl
c1ent rehearsal programme w1th spec1f1c weekly object1ves 1n 
order to remove the necessity for strenuous, last minute, extra 
rehearsa I s. 

The conductor should 1ntroduce var1ety to enliven the rehearsals. 
For example he may beat erratically or have the choir stand and 
stretch, sing the number staccato-style on the words or do a 
few deep-breathing exercises. 

(j) Excessive heat, hum1dity or poor venttJatlon has a depressive 
effect on singers. Instead of feeHng perky and vital, they feel 
emotionally, physically and vocally drained, which soon leads to 
flat s1ng1ng. The d1rector must then use extra v1tallty 1n h1s 
direction, make sure the Singers breathe deeply and that their 
posture is correct. 

(k) 511d1ng, scooP1ng or approach1ng note"s from below, and even an
ticipating the pitch of the next note before the actual beat on 
which it is to be sung can be el1mlnated by insistence of a men
tal and phys1cal approach from above. Movement from note to 
note must be made with "sQuare" corners. Another dev1ce 1s to 
practice the voice parts staccato or marcato. 

(1) Soft passages are often sung flat because most singers lack the 
mental and phys1cal 1ntens1ty to g1ve the tone enough v1brancy. 
The singers should sing their tones loudly and immediately 
repeat it softly while retaining their identical mental and physi
cal sensations. Extra support is needed to correct flat and 
breathy soft s1ng1ng. 

1Ib1d .• p. 5. 
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(m) There is a tendency, when smgmg repeated notes, to 
progressively drop the pitch. The choir should be told to think of 
each note as be1ng h1gher than the one preced1ng It. McLachlan1 

suggests that a repeated note be approached from above, almost 

as if an acciaccatura is added: 

(n) A poor time of the day for rehearsals, especially early mornings, 

is inadVisable. The voices are not yet "warmed up" and this may 
easily lead to poor intonation and may even induce strain on the 

voice. It is advisable to follow a systematic rehearsal plan and 

warm up the vocal apparatus, with carefully planned exercises. 

(0) Poor acoustics on stage which prevent members of the group 
from -hearing-each other, may easily lead to distress, especially 

when polyphonic music is performed. Too much echo in the 

venue, caused by badly positioned reflective surfaces, such as 
windows and hard wa11s, will cause a sharpening of the pitch. 

Conductors should compensate in overly-llve rooms by avoiding 

tempi which are too fast. Conversely, the deadening effect 

caused by excessive absorption of sound by large audiences, and 
such things as curtains and rugs, wi 11 tend to cause a drop in 
pitch. This tendency can be countered by choosing a sl1ghtly 
faster tempo. 

(p) Any accidental calls for an even greater change of pitch than the 

sharp or flat would represent in the key Signature. The voice 

must, therefore, pitch higher for the sharp sign and lower for 

the flat sign than would normally seem natural in the original 
key. The choir members will easi1y sing sharp if they do not 

dehberately pitch a · tone lower when a flattened accidental 
occurs, especially the third of a minor chord and the diminished 

1 Philip McLachlan, Kl8S'OnrNriginl1usiek, «(3oojwoocl: Nasou Beperk, 1978), p. 142. 
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seventh of any chord. Conversely, singers tend to slng flat if the 
thlrd of any major chord 1s not pitched high enough; lf the 
lead1ng note of a scale 1s pitched very h1gh; 1f the s1xth 1s not 

\ sl1ghtly raised; and if the major second is not sung as a big 
step1. 

11. ] 0 Reg1ster D1sorders 

When there is a very sudden change of Quallty in passing from one so
called-register to another, is ls known as a "break". It is often caused 
by carry1ng a lower reg1ster too h1gh (very often, the chest reg1ster 
in female voices) which results in a sudden violent change in the 
mechanism of production. The aim should be a complete unity of 
colour, whlch would require an undeviating vowel. Think of linking 
one tone to the other 11ke an 1nd1ssoluble cha1n2. 

At each point of amalgamation there are several notes that can be 
sung 1n e1ther one of two reg1sters. As a result reg1sters overlap. Ex
cept for special effects, the higher rather than the lower register 
must be used. There are two reasons for this choice of register. 
Firstly, if the lower register is selected, the tone w111 sound harsh, 
or "open" as 1t 1s properly known. Secondly, stratn on the vocal cords 
1s avoided. 

1For an 1nteresUng oocount of the evolut1on of the scale, refer to Paul Roo, Choral t1vsic 
EtAJclJtlon, (Englewoo:i-C11ffs: Prent1ce-Ha11, Inc., 1970), pp.117-119. 

2Jud1th Utante, A NatvralApprOtJClJ to Singing, (lor'iOOn: OXford University Press, 1962), 
p. 38 . . 
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The f ollowing exercises1 are designed to assist the singer to amal
gamate his low and middle registers: 

(a) Sing a descending scale of 5 notes, commencing wel1 up in the 

middle register. Transpose the scale a semitone lower each 
time until the voice is carried well below the point of amalga
mation. 

Sing with a ful1 soft tone, forcing neither the power nor the 

breath. Ensure that the q~ality of the starting note is good and 
try to maintain the quality, power and tone, as wel1 aS

I 
the purity 

of the initial vowel sound throughout the exercise. Avoid any 
alteration of the posit10n of the larynx, and al1 the other 
movable parts inside the mouth. Make full use of the resonating 
cavities. Do not attempt the second exercise until this scale can 

be sung with no alteration in the quality from the first to the 
last tone. 

(b) Sing an interval of an octave: 

Start on a note 1n the low reg1ster, uS1ng the vow~l tone as 1f to 
sing in a higher register. Carry the voice upwards to the octave 

above, striking the higher note decisively, but not too loudly. 
Place the fingers l1ghtly on the larynx to ensure that it does not 
r ise. The two notes should sound alike in qualfty. If the higher 

1 Norr1s Croker J H8ndbfXJK for Sln~rs, (lonoon: Augener J ltd. J n.d.) J p. 29. 
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tone sounds too open, the wrong register is being used. The sen
sation to be felt should be as though the higher note were 
dropped down from abovel not approached from below . . 

(c) This is a combination of the two previous exercises. Sing an 
interval of an octave followed by a descending scale of five 
notes. Transpose the exerc1se down by a sem1tone each t1me and 

sing it in one breath. 

In order to amalgamate the middle and high registers the following 

exercises are prescribed: 

(a) S1ng an ascending scale of f1ve semitones and ensure that the 
qual1ty of the starting note 1s good. The whole exerc1se must be 
sung with a soft, round tone and the larynx must be kept low. 
Aim to make the qual1ty of the two registers sound as much 
al1ke as poss1ble. No force must be used, so that the Qual1ty and 
power may develop naturally. If the voice is carried too high, 
thereby forcing the compass, the voice will be ruined. 

n 
It 
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(b) In this exercise, start on a note well above the point of amalga
mation. Transpose the starting pOint a semitone lower each 

time. Keep the dtrecttons of the previous exerctse in mind. 

\~L e \ J dJ r r l!l l 
. ah---------------

Finatly, to eQuallze all three registers the singer can use this exer

clse: 

Start a scale on the lowest note in the compass, and sing slowly 
upwards to the octave above, and descend slowly again. Trans

pose the exercise a semitone higher at each repetition. Maintain 

the breath pressure equally throughout the exercise and sing the 

high notes by altering the tension of the vocal cords and 

adjusting the voice according to the various registers in use. 

The s.ame strength of tone must b~ malntaIned from the ftrst to 
the last note. The larynx must be kept low, the pharynx 
expanded, and full use must be made of the resonating cavities. 
It must be remembered that increased power is only gained by 
increased force of breath emission and even greater use being 
made of the resonating cavities. Support very well, especially 

during mezzo-forte and forte singing. 

If any notes in the hIgh regIster are badly produced, hum a scale 
up to that note, and without breathing again, open the mouth and 
sing on the given vowel-tone. Take care that the vibrations are 
not felt in the bridge of the nose itself, as the tone will then be 
nasal. 

The muscles of the throat must not stiffen at all during the 

practising of these exercises, of the tone will suffer. Check 
this by placing the fingers very lightly on the throat between the 
larynx and the jaw, and hum the exercises immediately if the 
muscles are found to stiffen in the slightest. 
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11. 11 Shock of the Glottis 

Shock of the glottts Is liable to occur when a vowel Is sung after a 
period of sl1ence. Should the stnger force his vocal cords Into 
vibrating Immediately the larynx is opened to aHow the breath to 
pass, an ugly tone results. This brutal or explosive attack on the . 
vocal cords results In poor resonance. -It can avoided by aJJowlng the 
breath to start flowing before the Inception of the sound. 

In prepar1ng to sing, the mind conceives of the tone to be uttered, 
which, In tum Induces a reflex action of the muscles and nerves. 
They regulate the necessary amount of breath to be taken as weH as 
the correct tension and vibration of the vocal cords. By mentaHy 
singing a -h- before the Inl11al vowel, the correct contact between the 
vocal cords and the flow of breath Is ensured. 

11. 12 Shr111 Tone 

High notes are often shrill and harsh because of the following 
reasons: 

(a) The position of the mouth and jaw remains fixed throughout the 
range. 

(b) Notes lying tn the high register may Induce the feeling of 
cJ1mblng up a dangerous ladder. ThIs Incorrect conceptIon 
causes the larynx to rise wIth the result that the singer cHngs 
desperately to the resonances behind the nose where there Is not 
nearly enough room to amplify these notes. 

(c) There Is not enough breath support1• 

The correct position for high notes Is a relaxed Jaw, wtth the mouth 
opening twice as wIde as for vowels on lower notes. ThIs position 
causes the larynx to drop conSiderably taking the root of the tongue 
with It. The higher the note, the wider the cheeks stretch sideways. 
A so-called "high" note Is merely a sound produced with a smaller 

1 Refer to breathing exercises in part 2. pp. 57-58. 
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opening between the chords. This results in more tension and conse
quently a faster vibration of the cords. It Is important to remember 
that sound stll1 originates In a low place, deep In the throat. High 
notes find their resonance along the back of the head as well as 
sympathetic resonances in the top part of the chest. 

For problems (a) and (b) above use previous exerclses1 on the "00" and 
"ah" vowels. Ascend chromatically while opening the resonators to 
the sound. Relax the tongue and jaw. 

For problem (c) use the breathing exercises. 

11.13 Tone-Deafness or Monotlsm 

The characteristic of a tone-deaf person Is a relative deftclency tn 
tonal memory and pitch discrimination. He either sings out of tune 
persistently, or growls (drones) on one note or a few notes only. 
Monotism in most young people appears to be a form of retarded musi
cal development, or a lack of the approprtate condtttontng of reflexes. 
As a rule _ these people do not reveal any slgn11lcant deficiency in 
rhythmic memory. 

Whl1e some chl1dren develop the ab111ty to remember the "essent1al" 
ingredients of the tune In detal1 at a very early age, others do not 
achieve it even by the age of eleven or twelve years. A few people 
never achieve it at all. These are the children and adults referred to 
as monotones. According to an expert mental study in tone-deafness 
by D. Fry2 during 1948 in England, he found that 5 per cent of the 
population are likely to be tone deaf. Symptoms of this condition 
include: 

(a) A l1mited range. 

(b) Poor vocal quaHty. 

1 Refer to the exercises prescribed for the amalgamation of miBjle and high registers in part 
2, pp. 92-93. 

20. Fry, "Tone Deafness", in l10n0tones, ed. Arnold Bently (londln: NoveHo & Company ltd., 
1968), p. 19. 
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(c) Dlfficulty when using the head voice. 

Cd) Lack of confidence in the ability to sing. 

(e) Lack of attention, resulting in slowness when learning a song. 

(f) Aloofness or even hostil1ty towards music, which occurs even 
more amongst boys. 

(g)- Poor mus1cal memory. 

If a cure is possible then a psychological approach to the problem 
should be followed. 

(a) Persuade the child that he can s1ng. 

(b) Patlence,encouragement and imaginat1ve exercises on an indi
vtdual basts may help eventually. Exerc1ses should 1n1t1ally be 
based on tune- and pitch discrimination. Thereafter short and 
concentrated tonal and rhythmic memory tests should be intro
duced with attention paid to correct vocal production. Music 
w1th a fam111ar tune espec1ally, w1ll encourage the central ner
vous system to carry out responses eagerly. 

11 .14 Tremolo (Wobble) and Vibrato 

Many singers are not aware of the essential differences between a vi
brato and a tremolo. Tremolo is a rapid succession of departure from 
the true note and returning to it again, so that it becomes difficult to 
determ1ne what note the s1nger 1s try1ng to sound. A qu1ver1ng tongue 
and jaw, as well as a shaky larynx, normal1y accompany this fault. 
Bad tremolo may ruin a voice. Possible causes of a tremolo are: 

(a) Us1ng an 1ncorrect breath1ng method, result1ng 1n an uncontrolled 
diaphragm. 

(b) Forcing the high notes. 

(c) Undue extension of the registers. 
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(d) Overstraining of the voice, either by practising for too long 
perIods at a t1me, or by tryIng to force the power of the v01ce. 

(e) Nervous tension. 

(f) Unste?ldy tongue and jaw muscles, pUll1ng the larynx aga1nst the 
hyoid bone so that it cannot function freely. 

(g) General fatigue. 

(h) Old age. 

Following are some suggestions to cure the problem: 

(a) Refer to breathing exercises, part two, pp. 57-58, and pract1se 
the prescribed exercises diligently. 

(b) Refer to register disorders, part two, pp. 90-93, for advice on 
proper placement of registers. 

(c) Singers should not practise for more than thirty consecutive 
minutes w1thout time allowed for resting the v01ce. If direc
tions from the Instructor are clear, and the brain is used as well 
as the VOice, a lot will be achieved in that time. 

(d) Refer to exercises for intrusion of the tongue, part two, p. 59, in 
order to control the tongue. 

(e) Avoid 'loud singing, and never force the voice. 

(f) Practise singing sustained tones, sung softly and with perfect 
evenness. 

(g) Often a good rest may help. 

Tremolo must not be confused with vibrato. Vibrato does not entail 
any departure from the sounding note, and, when used correctly, can 
be one of the greatest assets of the artist1c singer. It 1s an ev1dence 
of quality, and a most important feature of al1 correct and beautiful 
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smgmg. It 1s a characterlst1c that 1s evident to the educated listener 
as a definite sign of a healthy, trained voice. 

The necessary control comes from the d1aphragm. Inexperienced 
singers often find It difficult to control the diaphragm. They could 
practise by ra1sing both arms, bending the elbows to the s1de of the 
body, palms towards the face, and the fingers slightly curved. Tense 
the wrist and hand, and shake them four times to the beat while vo
cal1zlng. This movement shakes the breath Instead of varying the 
Pitch of the voice. I t should not take very long for the diaphragm to 
learn the art of vibration unaided by the wrist movement. 

11.15 Undeveloped Vocal Range 

0) 

If problems are exper1enced at the h1gher end of the vocal range then 
the singers should be asked to av01d th1nk1ng of the h1gh notes as they 
are approached, because any sense of fear produces rlgidlty. Rather 
the slngers should concentrate on keeplng the throat well open and on 
reta1n1ng the same p01se throughout the scale. H1gh notes then become 
as easy to_slng as l ow ones. To work against the "fear-principle", ask 
the slngers to bend their knees sl1ghtlywhen s1ng1ng hlgh notes. Each 
of the followlng exerclses1,2,3 should~_~~-.?~D9. lrL~n even tone wlttiout 
Increase 1n pressure from beg1nnlng to end. 

I~i Jed cd II 
a'h _____ _ 
Oh _____ _ 
u ______ _ 

lExerclse (1): Ivor Warren, The Exomilloll~n ClJndirhte's HondbtXJk on Singing, (lonoon: A. 
Hammond & Co., n.d.), p. 16. -

2Exercise (H): Judah L itante, A Natural ApprOf1Cll to Singing, (lonoon: Oxford University 
Press, 1962), p. 44. 

3Exercises (111). and (tv): Wilhelm Ehmann and Fraulce Haasemann Yok'S Building for 
Choirs, (Lonoon: Barenre1ter Ver lag, 1982), p. 44. ' 
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(i;l) .~------'---:--------':r-

~U~ ________________ _ 

maw ________________ _ 
- mah ___________ -

MI4&( ....,IU,( _---___________ _ ! 

mllW twwlW _________________ _ 

The lower notes of the altos and basses are often weak. The 
- -following exercise iSdeslgned to improve and strengthen this part of 

the range. The facial muscles and jaw should be relaxed. 

- ~~ r ilhtJIY~JjJ4Iek. 
~ '-- .-/ 

ee. ah ~ Qk_-__ 

It may happen that during the development of low tones, the singer's 
high tones do not respond with the usual ease. This is only temporary 
and should cause Httle concern. Once the vocal membranes are fully 
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developed and the throat has become free then the top notes will 
return wlth added beauty and brilliance. 

11.16 Velled Tone 

A voice is described as being veiled when It sounds muffled, and is 
not thoroughly clear 1n Quallty. Th1s 1s Qu1te d1fferent from a husky 
tone wlth which it is often confused. Huskiness is usually due to 
phlegm collecting on the vocal cords which distorts the sound. Vel1ed 
tone is due to a growth on the vocal cords, which produces the 
muffled tone. The causes are: 

(a) Bad voice production. 

(b) OVerworked v01ce. 

(c) Disease 

Certa1n exercises prescribed for other problems may be of use here: 

. (a) Blending of registers, part two, pp: 90-93. 

(b) Staccato exerc1ses, part two, p. 99 (111) and (tv). 

(c) Breathing exercises, part two, pp. 57-58. 

If there is no 1mprovement, the v01ce should be rested totally and a 
spec 1 a 11 st shou 1 d be consu 1 ted. 

11.17 Weak Aural Perception 

Many singers are deficient tn aural imagination of musical sounds 
through lack of training. Following are some useful exercises1 de
signed to train the choral singer's ear: 

(a) Conduct the choir as it sl1ently sings a famUiar song. However, 
at some predetermined place in the song, the particular note or 

lWtlhelm Ehmann, CIJora/Oira:tinu. (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House 1968) pp 
65-77. ' ,. 
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phrase must be sung aloud. The song is then silently resumed, 
and the process repeated. This promotes concentration and 
makes the aural 1mag1nat1on alive and alert. Every s1nger must 
hear the pitch mentally before singing it. This is one of the 
most important skills to cultivate for accomplished 
musicianship. There can be no true Sight-reading of music 

without this skl1P. 

(b) Rehearse without accompaniment whenever possible to improve 
mental hearing. Continuous use of the piano will hide intonation 

problems and s1ngers w1ll become aurally dependant on the in
strument. A capella singing will: 

reveal mistakes that the piano covered, 
create better blend and balance 1n the group because the 
Singers will be l1stening to each other instead of adjusting 

to the piano, 
force the choir to watch the director more carefully. 

(c) The singing of ascending and descending scale passages is espe

cially beneficial to those Singers who are not good at sight 
reading. The eye will be trained concurrently with the ear as the 
singer notes the chain of ascend1ng and descend1ng tones and 
promptly responds to it. Various aids can serve to illustrate 
this process, e.g. hand gestures, the use of ,a small ladder or 
singing by numbers which represent the various degrees of the 
scale. 

(d) Bass singers in particular must learn to sing descending inter
vals with confidence and accuracy because these intervals sup
port the whole harmonic structure of a song. A useful method is 
to sing and identify the first two notes of a well-known song. 
Descending intervals can be practised by singing the ascending 
intervals in reverse. 

(e) Melodic dictation trains the ear to grasp the melodic contour and 

the sequence of notes and helps to strengthen the musical 

1 Norman W. Mellaheu, The Boy's Changing Yok's. (lonoon: Oxford University Press 1966) 
p.31. ' , , 
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memory. It Is Important to play or sing the tune In Its entirety 
before the students attempt to reproduce It. 

(f) Canon singing trains the ear both meJodlcal1y and harmonlcal1y -
because the singer l1stens to the harmony as welJ as the melody. 
It also helps the singer to become more self-rel1ant. 

(g> The bul1d1ng up of chords contributes to better blending and 
tuning of voices. Each section of the ch01r Is given a note to re
member, and after a few moments they are required to sing In 
harmony together. Another exercise stemming from this one 
would be to Jet the s1ngers choose any note of a chord after the 
root of the chord Is given. A more difficult, but extremely 
benefIcial, aural exercise Is to sound for example, the pitch A 
and the Singers have to try and find F# and 0 to complete the 
tr1ad. The p1tch A 1s then given aga1n and the choir 1s asked to 
find C and F. 

11.18 Whtte Tone 

This may be described as a voice without resonance, undirected or un
placed. In singing high notes, male singers often press their chins 
forc1bly on to their necks. This amounts to terr1f1c pressure on the 
back of the tongue, combined with a sympathetic 11ft1ng of the sort 
palate. These voices have some chest resonance, but 11ttle head reso
nance, and the colour and qual1ty of the voice Is "gret, devoid of any 
ring. 

In order to Improve the tone, the singer should concentrate on two 
factors. A foundation of good breath control should be developed and 
the resonators1 should be fully used. 

11. 19 Woolly (Breathy) Tone 

The vocal cords are Insufficiently approximated which results In an 
Imperfect closure of the glottiS. Only a portion of the breath Is used 
to make the vocal cords Vibrate, the rest passes through freely. ThIs 

1 Refer to the exerc1ses prescr1boo 1n part 2. pp. 65-67. 
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leakage of unvocal1zed breath, often heard at the commencement of a 
tone, can be distinctly heard and sounds breathy. Very often this 
choral tone does not project. Other reasons for this poor tone may be: 

(a) There Is Inadequate support of the tone. 

(b) The tone Is not focused, because the resonators are not ful1y 
used. 

Fol1owlng are some suggestions to cure this problem: 

(a) Emphasis should be placed on breath support and control. For 
example, inhale deeply and exhale on the sound "ff" of the word 
"plff" for as long as possible. 

(b) Staccato exercises are a good remedy. Sing staccato on "ah" from 
the tonic to the dominant and back. Gradually ascend and descend 
In semltones. 

~l JJ J I; J ? J Ij -J 
4h ah ______________ _ 

(c) Humming exerclses1 may also help. 

1 Refer to resonance exercises in part 2. pp. 65-67. 



PART THREE 

Chapter 12 

Experience with Five Selected Choirs 

During 1986, five choirs in the Durban area were studied. In four of the 
cases, an evaluation of their choral vocal production was undertaken, and 
my recommendations were discussed with the respective choral directors. 
In the last case, I took over the training of the choir for a period of five 
weeks. 

A cassette tape accompanies this theSiS. On side A are recordings made of 
the first four choirs studied. Side B is devoted to the fifth choir for which 
I was temporarl1y the choral director. Using these recordings, it will be 
demonstrated how choral tone can be Improved by the appl1catlon of pre
scribed technical exercises included 1n this mini-thesis. 

12.1 Choir 1 : Junior Primary Girls Choir 

The first choir vislted was a junior primary girls chOir, and . they 
sang1 an Italian folk song called ·Santa Lucia". My recommendations 
were the following: 

(a) The articulation was poor. Every consonant should be 
fractionaJJy anticipated so as to avoid the heavy, "dragged-out" 
sound which occur as a result of sluggish consonants. 

(b) Attention should be given to the vowel production, especially the 
ah as in "father". 

(c) Their intonation suffered as a result of long, uninteresting 
phrases. Careful planning and insertion of dynamics would 
probably lead to a more musicallnterpretatlon of the song. Con
sequently, the added excltement to the phrasing would lead to 
better Intonation. Part-Singing exercises should be done on a 
regular baSis. The following exercises, to be sung on solfa, were 
prescribed to improve their intonation: 

1 Cassette tape: SideA. counter 6-65. 
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12.2 Choir 2 : Junior Boys Choir 

The junior boys choir sangl two of their usual voice-warming exer
c1ses and the song: • Angel T1dings·, arranged by John Rutter. My 
recommendations were as fol1ows: 

(a) As a result of carefully chosen and regular voice-building exer
c1ses, the choir experienced no apparent problems with incorrect 
vowel product ion. The dipthong, "today·, was incorrectly pro
duced by the altos, and the correct pronunciation was explained 
and demonstrated. Their consonants however, were not suffi
c1ently clear. The exercises which appear 1n part two, pp. 67-73 
were suggested. 

(b) The contrast in agility between the altos and sopranos was dis

turbing. The alto-line should work on expanding their voice 

1 cassette tape: Side A, counter 69-91. 
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range and practise the singing of fast-moving phrases. The ex
ercises as prescribed for flexlbl1ity and agility In part two, pp. 
76-78 were suggested. 

12.3 Choir 3 ; Mixed H1gh School Choir 

The third choir, a mixed h1gh school chOir, sang1 the we]]-known 
"Gaudeamus Ig1tur", arranged for SATB cho1r. My recommendat10ns 
were as follows: 

(a) The part s1ng1ng was almost non-ex1stent because the sopranos 
overpowered the rest of the group. In1tlally, the alto part should 
be taught to both the sopranos and altos. Thereafter, only one 
third of th1s combined group should be selected to sing the 
melody Hne - prererably singers w1th clear, strong v01ces who 
can s1ng w1th conf1dence 1n the1r upper reg1sters. The tenors 
and basses should have 1nd1v1dual practice sess10ns because they 
lacked confidence In the pitching of their notes. 

(b) Generally, the song did not Impress because 1t lacked vigour and 
youthful enthusiasm. The conductor was adv1sed to approach the 
1nterpretat10n by 1n1t1any g1v1ng attent10n to the rhythm1c 
"push" and "cHmax" or each phrase. Therearter, correct pronun
c1at10n and clear articulat10n of vowels and consonants should 
rece1ve attention. 

(c) The choral tone d1d not project well as a result or undeveloped 
resonance. Exerc1ses In part two, pp. 65-67 were prescribed to 
remedy this defect. 

12.4 Ch01r 4; Mfxed Adult Chofr 

The last choir on side A was a mixed adult choir who sang2 "Carol of 
the Bells" by M. Leontivich, arranged by Peter Wl1housky. My criticism 
was as fo Hows: 

1cassette tape: Stde A, counter 131-157. 
2Cassette tape: SldeA, counter 160-189. 
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(a) It would be quite possible for this group to attain absolute pre
cision as regards uniform vowel production as well as precise 
and clearly articulated consonants. Exercises appearing In part 
two, pp.67-73 were recommended to the conductor. 

(b) Their natural musicianship as regards interpretation and 
phrasing could be further enhanced by more careful control of 
the gradation of tone. In order to achieve this, the choir should 
regularly practise breath control and resonance exercises. 

(c) A complete choral blend Is wIthin the reach of this group but the 
following problems occurred occasionally and would have to be 
corrected: 

- Inaccurate pitch 
- diction not uniform 
- dynamic level not uniform 
- tone colour not uniform 
- occasional rhythmic Inaccuracies 

12.5 Choir 5 : Senior Girls Choir 

I d1rected a sen10r g1rls choir for a per10d of f1ve weeks. There were 
two practice sessions per week, each lasting half-an-hour. This gave 
me the opportunity to design and execute a regular volce-bul1ding 
programme specific to this particular choir's needs. The appendix 
contains a table which llsts in chronological order the exercises 
which the choir was required to sing. The table also documents the 
objective of each of the prescribed exercises. 

-The Handsome Butcher-, arranged for SSA by M. Se1ber, was recorded 
four t imes1 in order to illustrate the development of the choir in the 
following aspects; 

Articulation 
Interpretation 
Blend and uniformity of choral tone 

1 cassette tape: Side B. counter 310-375. 
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Balance between the different voice parts 
Flexibi ltty and ag11 ity 

Due to unfortunate circumstances, -the final recording was · made -
during a school assembly at 7.30 am. The choir did not have suffi
clent voice-warming time, which resulted in constant poor 
1ntonatlon. However, a h1ghly successful performance of the song 
took place durlng a subsequent choral festlval. 

The observed improvement in the overall choral tone indicates that 
this choir dld benef1t from these regular, intensive voice-bulldlng ex
ercises. The members of the choir also found the exercises stimu
lating and worthwhl1e. 

12.6 Conclus1on 

I bel1eve that the efforts of the choral director and his chOir, who 
work together according to the principles of correct voice production, 
will be rewarded by the satisfactIon of knowIng that they are 
strlvlng'tQ reach the highest standards of choral excel1ence. I hope 
that this thesis will serve as a useful guide in assisting choral 
directors towards this goal, and thereby uplift the quality of choral 
s1ng1ng In South Africa. 



DATE TAPE COUNTER EXERCISES OBJECTIVES 

SIDE B 

12 Aug 3 - 20 Part 2. p.63 (11) Uniform vowels 

21 - 43 Part 2. 0.63 (11i) Uniform vowels and voice-warmina 

14Aua 45 - 73 Part 2. 0.63 (iii) Flexibility and eailitv 

20 Aug 75 - 89 Part 2. p.63 (lY) Relaxation of f80iel muscles. tongue and jaw 

90 - 105 Part 2. p. 71 (iii) Clear vowel pronunciation ! 

107 - 111 Part2.p.103(b) To develop diaphragm action 

113 - 123 Part2.p.103(b) To strengthen diagphragm 

124 - 128 Part 2. p. 103 (e) To develop and control exhalation 

130 - 145 Part 2. p. 64 (vi) Clear articulation. strengthen diaphragm end develop vocal range I 
147-151 Part 2. p. 59 (b) Relaxation of the jaw. UVU18 and tongue 

152 - 162 Part 2, p. 99 To develop and extend alto's chest register 

164 - 170 Part 2. 0.67 (vii) To develoo resonance and uniformity of "ah" vowel sound 

4 Sept 172 - 193 Part 2, p. 63 (iv) Relaxetion of jaw and extension of vocal range 

194 - 208 Part 2, p. 63 (v) Flexibility and agility; uniformity of tone 

210-217 Part 2, p. 99 To develop and extend elto's chest register 
I 

I 218 - 250 Part 2 D. 67 (v1t) To develoo resonance and uniformity of "ah" vowel sound 



l 
, 

DATE TAPE COUNTER EXERCISES OBJECTIVES 

SIDE B 

8 Sept Part 2. p. 73 (vl11) 
, 

251 - 262 To improve consonants and develop resonance 

263 - 280 Part 2. p. 72 (v) To improve consonants 

282 - 289 Part 2. p. 70 (0 Clear enunciation 

291 - 308 Part 2. p. 64 (vi) Clear articulation. strengthen diaphragm and develop vocal range 

o 
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